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ABSTRACT 

Dockum Formation (Late Triassic) sediments are exposed along the 

eastem High Plains escarpment of west Texas, and consist of fluvial 

channel sandstone and overbank deposits. Dockum channel sands are 

classified into 5 orders which represent fluvial deposits of differing stream 

types. The largest channel sands (first and second order) contain thalweg 

facies, lower point bar facies, and upper point bar facies which exhibit grain 

size and bed form structure trends corresponding to channel facies in fully 

developed meander bend flow. Channel sands of first, second, and third 

order represent deposits of high sinuousity (P > 1.65), freely-meandering 

streams. Paleohydrological reconstruction of these channel orders is 

facilitated by abandoned channels and well defined lateral accretion 

bedding. Paleocurrent and petrographic analyses indicate tmnk streams 

(analagous to first order sands) flowed from south to north with headwaters 

reaching into the Ouachita metamorphic core complex approximately 400 

km to the south. Multiple phases of floodplain incision and aggradation are 

documented by disconformities in the overbank deposits which define hills 

and gullies produced during incisional phases. Fifth order channel gravels 

(smaUest classified order) often occupy the bottoms of paleogullies which 

formed as headward-eroding fifth order channels dissected elevated 

floodplains during phases of trunk stream incision. Fourth and fifth order 

streams were low sinuousity, high bed load mixed load channels that 

VII 



derived their loads exclusively through floodplain erosion. A hot, semiarid 

to subhumid. Late Triassic climate is inferred on the basis of widespread 

development of caliche horizons and predominance of montmorillonite 

clays in overbank deposits, and theirproduction in Dockum paleosols. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Objectives 

The principal aim of this study is to identify the nature of 

depositional systems in the Dockum Fomiation (Triassic) of west Texas, 

and to construct a depositional model for these systems which would 

include detailed synthesis of the sedimentation processes involved, patterns 

of deposition, and source of sediments. The primary Dockum depositional 

systems were fluvial; and, several types of channel sand bodies are 

represented in outcrop. Hence, a secondary objective is to 

sedimentologicaUy distinguish between the various types of fluvial 

sandstones, with the aims of (1) reconstructing the hydrologic and 

paleogeomorphologic characteristics of the different stream populations 

reflected in the different sand body types, and (2) deciphering the 

interrelationship of the various stream types so that a comprehensive 

Dockum fluvial system model could be constmcted. 

Furthermore, because fluvial system hydrology, geomorphology, 

and nature of fluvial deposits are dependent on numerous drainage system 

variables (e.g., climate, geology, topographic reUef, etc.), the voluminous 

Dockum overbank sediments are investigated because, compared to 

channel sandstones, overbank deposits contain a much more complete and 

detailed record of basin response to fluvial system variables (RetaUack, 



1986). An estimate of Dockum climate is obtained through study of 

overbank deposits, in order to evaluate the significance of climate in 

Dockum fluvial depositional systems. Abundant paleosols in the Dockum 

sequence are useful in climatic interpretation. 

Sftidv Methods 

The foUowing field and laboratory procedures were employed to 

meet the study objectives. Field work procedures include: 

(1) Extensive Triassic Dockum field reconaissance in the region of 

detaUed study to aUow identification of the nature and variabiUty of 

Dockum fluvial sandstones. 

(2) DetaUed stratigraphic sections were measured to describe Dockum 

overbank, channel sand, and paleosol facies. The fine scale of the 

measured sections enabled accurate depiction of (a) sand body 

sedimentary structures and grain size trends, and (b) color, clay/silt 

ratio, and paleosol development (e.g., amount of calcite nodules in the 

overbank deposits. 

(3) Detailed outcrop drawings were constructed of the large, 

sedimentologicaUy complex channel sandstones. These drawings 

delineate (a) the scale and types of sedimentary stmctures, and (b) 

textural trends. This information facUitated reconstruction of channel 

incision/aggradation events, channel dimension parameters, and 

channel facies. 

(4) Sandstone specimens were coUected at specific localities for 

petrographic analysis. 



(5) Paleocurrent data were collected from the largest, most extensive 

channel sand bodies (interpreted as trunk stream deposits) to estimate 

Dockum paleoslope direction at the time of their depositon. 

Laboratory procedures involved X-ray diffraction and 

petrographic analyses. X-ray diffractometry was employed to determine 

the mineralogical composition of the overbank sediments, and more 

specificaUy, to determine (a) the detrital grains preserved, and (b) what 

clay minerals and authigenic cements had formed in place. Petrography 

was used in studying compositions, textures, and cements of sands 

comprising the different sand body types. Comparisons then could be 

made between the sands deposited by hydromorphologicaUy different 

Dockum streams. Lithology and possible headwater source terrrains 

could be inferred from variations in relative amounts of framework grain 

types identified in trunk stream sands. Aside from the petrographic 

analyses conducted on channel sands, different textural varieties of 

pedogenicaUy-derived Dockum calcite nodules/peUets were described. 

Regional Setting. Studv Location. General Statigraphv. 

and Geologv 

The Upper Triassic Dockum Formation was deposited in a broad 

continental basin that underUes portions of Texas, New Mexico, 

Oklahoma, Kansas, and Colorado. The Dockum depositional basin is 

bounded to the south by the Ouachita orogenic belt, which served as a 

major source of Dockum clatics. 

The Dockum Formation of west Texas and eastem New Mexico is 

predominantiy composed of terrigenous clastic sediments of fluvial 



origin. Dockum thickness ranges from less then 70 m to as much as 600 m 

(McGowen and others, 1979 includes subsurface data). Outcrop areas of 

the Dockum Formation in New Mexico,Texas, and Oklahoma are shown 

in figure 1.1. The bulk of these outcrop areas define the perimeter of the 

"Southem High Plains" or "Llano Estacado" of west Texas and eastem 

New Mexico. The Southem High Pains is delineated on the north, east, 

and west by an escarpment topped by the erosion-resistant Pliocene 

"caprock" caliche, which is near the surface of the entire High Plains. The 

Dockum Formation typicaUy is exposed in the escarpment, and commonly 

is exposed for several tens of kilometers beyond it. Dockum Formation 

sediments are continuous beneath the Southem High Plains, where they 

thicken toward its west-central and south-central portions (McGowen and 

others, 1983). 

Although Dockum sediments were surveyed in this investigation 

from Borden and Scurry counties of west Texas northward along the 

eastem caprock escarpment into RandaU County, the area of detailed study 

was confined to Garza County and portions of adjacent counties (Fig. 1.1). 

Based on observation of areaUy extensive blanket sandstones, the Dockum 

Formation displays negUgible dip in Garza County. Along the southeast 

Garza County boundary, the Permian Quartermaster Formation is 

exposed discomformably beneath the Dockum Formation at an elevation 

of approximately 2170 ft above sea level; and in die southwestern portion 

of the county, the Dockum formation is disconformably overlain by the 

OgaUala Formation, at approximately 2780 ft above sea level. Hence, 

assuming negUgible dip, Dockum outcrop thickness is approximately 185 
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indicating the area of detailed study focused on in this report. 
(Modified from McGowen, 1979). 



m (610 ft) in southem Garza County (center of study region). Proceeding 

north from Garza County, Dockum thickness in outcrop steadUy decreases 

as the contact with subjacent Permian Quartermaster sediments rises in 

elevation more abmptiy than the contact with overlying OgaUala 

sediments. 

Permian "red beds" underUe the Dockum Formation in west Texas 

and eastem New Mexico (Fig. 1.1). Along the eastem edge of the detaUed 

study area (Fig. 1.1) Permian Quartermaster Formation sediments are 

exposed disconformably beneath Dockum sediments. Quartermaster 

Formation sediments are distinguished from Dockum elastics by lateraUy 

continuous and even bedding, brick-red color, niunerous thin beds of 

satin-spar gypsum, dolomite, and "salt hoppers." Arid sabkha 

enviroimients are inferred to have existed during Permian Quartermaster 

deposition (McGowen and others, 1979). 

Above Permian sediments lie Triassic Dockum terrigenous clastic 

deposits, which are the subject of this report. Dockum sediments are 

interpreted as being entirely of fluvial origin in the study area (Fig. 1.1). 

Approximately 75 to 80 percent of the Dockum section is comprised of 

fluvial overbank mudstones and siltstones, typicaUy of reddish-brown 

color, within which numerous paleosols, distinguished by a deep-red color 

or abundance of in place calcite nodules and/or riiizoliths, are found. The 

remaining 20 to 25 percent of the Dockum section consists of chaimel 

sandstones, which vary from thick, blanket sand deposits to smaU, graveUy 

channel deposits. Several stream types are represented in Dockum channel 



sand outcrops. Detailed Dockum sedimentologic descriptions and facies 

reconstuctions are presented in subsequent chapters of this report. 

Disconformably overlying the Dockum Formation in the 

southeastern portion of the study area are fossiliferous, shaUow-marine 

Umestones of the Cretaceous Fredericksburg Group. These Cretaceous 

deposits are less than 20 m thick in the southeastern portion of the study 

area, and usually are absent farther north. However, in the northern 

portions of the study area, invertebrate fossils (Gryphaea) and limestone 

pebbles derived from Cretaceous marine deposits commonly are found in 

winnowed gravels atop buttes and mesas capped by Dockum chaimel 

sandstones. 

Tertiary eolian and fluvial elastics of the OgaUala Group 

disconformably crop out above Cretaceous outUers and Dockum 

sediments in the study region (Fig. 1.1). Along the escarpment in Garza 

Coimty, lower OgaUala fine sands are distinguished from underlying 

Dockum sands/mudrocks by their "massive" appearence and flesh-pink 

color. As mentioned earUer, thick, indurated calcretes (along with some 

sUcretes) of the OgaUala Formation constitute prominent ledge former. 

Average thickness of OgaUala strata in Garza County is 30 to 40 m. In 

addition. Pleistocene eoUan sand and terrace gravel commonly overly 

Dockum sediments in gentiy sloping areas away from the eastem 

escarpment. Holocene windblown sand tops OgaUala caliche of the High 

Plains in most places. 
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Previous Work 

Sedimentologic Contributions 

Dockum stratigraphic, paleontologic, and sedimentologic studies 

have been presented in several dissertations and theses since 1954 (see 

McGowen and others, 1979 for their sedimentologic interpretations). 

However, it was not until recent sedimentologic work by McGowen and 

others (1979; 1983) that detaUed Dockum facies delineation was 

implemented, which facilitated constmction of Dockum paleogeographic 

maps and depositional models. 

Through facies interpretation and inferred depositional patterns (from 

sandstone percentage maps), McGowen and others (1979; 1983) provide a 

regional synthesis of Dockum sedimentation. In outcrop, McGowen and 

others (1979) identify 11 deltaic facies, 8 fluvial facies, and 4 lacustrine 

facies. Some of these facies are inferred to represent humid phase 

sedimentation, while other facies were produced during arid phase 

sedimentation. Inferrred depositional pattems of McGowen and others 

(1979; 1983) suggest that the Dockum basin was limited to an area beneath 

the present Southem High Plains, where it was peripherally filled by 

sediment derived from the north, south, east, and west. Combining facies 

and depositional pattern interpretations, McGowen and others (1979; 1983) 

propose a lacustrine sedimentation model for the Dockum, which indicates 

that a broad, shaUow lake existed in the approximate location of the 

Midland Basin, and deltaic sedimentation occurred about fluctuating lake 

margins. 



In this report, detailed sedimentolgic study of Dockum sandstones 

and mudrocks in outcrop yield contrasting facies interpretaions to those of 

McGowen and others (1979; 1983). Paleoslope trends inferred from 

outcrop-derived paleocurrent data contrast with Dockum depositional 

pattems inferred by McGowen and others (1979; 1983) from sandstone 

percentage maps. As a result of these differences, a contrasting Dockum 

model of sedimentation is developed in this study. 

Stratigraphic Contributions and Problems 

An excellent review of Dockum stratigraphic contributions made by 

workers over most of the past 100 years is presented by Chatterjee (1986). 

This report will not reiterate or expand upon Chatteijee's (1986) review of 

Dockum stratigraphy. However, several of Chatteijee's (1986) proposed 

solutions to problems in Dockum stratigraphic nomenclature warrant further 

discussion. This report follows the recommendation of Chatterjee (1986) 

that Triassic Dockum sediments should receive formational status as 

opposed to former group status, because Dockum units previously given 

formational status are only of local extent, and hence should best be 

reduced to member status. As described below, a solution offered by 

Chatterjee (1986) to resolve confusion of the inappropriate extension of the 

name "Chinle" Formation of Arizona to designate the "upper shale" unit of 

the Dockum, cannot be supported in this study. 

Three Dockum rock units were described by Drake (1892) and 

utilized by subsequent authors: (1) a lower shale unit (later named the 

Tecovas "Formation"), (2) a middle sandstone and conglomerate unit (later 

named the Tmjillo "Formation"), and (3) an upper shale unit. The upper 
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shale unit is well developed in eastem New Mexico; however, Drake (1892) 

found it to be thin or absent in the Canadian River area and south into 

southem Crosby County, where it extends farther south into Garza and 

Borden counties, and ranges up to 90 m in thickness. Based on 

paleontologic evidence and identification of the "TmjiUo Sandstone" in 

southem Garza County, Chatterjee (1986) inferrred that he had identified 

Drake's (1892) upper shale unit. Hence, a small stratotype section (24 m 

total thickness) was measured, which is shown (Chatterjee, 1986 his Fig. 

10.2) to include an upper portion of the "Tmjillo Sandstone" and all of the 

upper shale unit, which Chatterjee (1986) names the "Cooper Member." In 

this study the "Cooper Member" of Chatterjee (1986) is not utiUzed for the 

following reasons: 

(1) The "TmjUlo Sandstone," that Chatterjee (1986) describes in measured 

section, is a small, fourth order channel sandstone (channel orders 

described in chapter 2), which pinches out within a few hundred meters 

of the exposure, and cannot be correlated with the Tmjillo Sandstone. 

(2) The top of the "Cooper Member" stratotype section is not equivalent to 

the top of the Dockum section in Garza County. Rather, approximately 

100 m of Dockum sediments overiie Chatterjee's (1986) "Cooper 

Member" (a Cooper Creek locality measured section of this study is 

presented as part of a larger composite section [Miller Ranch] in 

chapter 2). 

Because Dockum sandstone bodies are all observed to pinch out 

within the sttidy region (Fig. 1.1), at present it is not possible to identify a 

southward extension of the TmjUlo Sandstone into Garza county and 
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adjacent areas. Hence, division of the Dockum Formation into members 

from Crosby County southward is impractical. Based on reconaissance 

work of this study, it appears that the TmjiUo Sandstone, which is 

prominent in the Palo Duro Canyon area (Armstrong and Randall counties), 

can be traced only as far south as southem Briscoe County. 



CHAPTER n 

CHANNEL SANDSTONE AND PROXIMAL OVERBANK 

FACIES DESCRIPTIONS, COMPOSITE MODELS, 

AND HYDRODYNAMIC INTERPRETATION 

Descriptive Methods 

It is clear that several different types of fluvial channel sand bodies 

are represented in outcrops of the Dockum Formation. The sand body 

types are distinguished by differences in dimensions, shape, internal 

sedimentary stmctures, composition, lag deposits, grain size, and sorting. 

The types are classified into five orders, each order corresponding to 

those fluvial sand bodies that contain simUar characteristics (as mentioned 

above). Each order is given a number (e.g., first, second, and so forth), 

corresponding to a general trend of decreasing sand body size "down" 

from the first order. Therefore, the largest channel sand body is of "first 

order" with smaller chaimel sandstones represented by "second order" and 

so forth. Although sand body size is of major priority in distinguishing 

between different orders, size is not always a definitive characteristic. 

This point is particularly evident in the classification of third and fourth 

order channel sandstones. Third order channel sandstones display many 

of die same features as first and second order sand bodies, yet they 

commonly are smaller than the sharply contrasting fourth order sand 

bodies. However, becaause the smaUest sand bodies (fifth order) are 

gradational in every respect with those of fourth order, the genetically 

12 
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different third order sand bodies should not be interspersed between the 

two (discussed later). Fourth and fifth order channel sand deposits are 

hereafter described as "low order" sand bodies, whereas first and second 

order fluvial sand bodies are termed "high order." 

The primary aim in classifying fluvial sand bodies into different 

orders is to faciUtate an understanding of genetic processes and controls 

responsible for their formation. Study of numerous, three-dimensional 

sand body exposures in conjunction with detailed outcrop drawings have 

provided much of the sedimentological criteria necessary for 

reconstmcting channel pattems, dimensions, and hydrauUcs. An active 

river channel can show wide variation along its lenth in cross-channel 

geometry, bedform types, and textural pattems (Jackson, 1975). Because 

of these variations, care must be taken in tracing sand body exposures to 

their margins so that deviations within a single channel sand body can be 

recorded. Although variations in channel geometry, bedform types, and 

textural pattems are observed within many Dockum fluvial sand bodies, 

there is littie difficulty in categorizing a single channel sandstone traced in 

outcrop into one of the 5 orders. In other words, a sand body with first 

order characteristics in one location does not exhibit the features of 

another order when traced to different sites. Therefore, each sand body 

order does not represent changes along a river trend, but depicts 

deposition by a particular type of stream. Because each sand body order 

was deposited by a particular variety of stream, the terminology 

appertaining to sandstone hierarchy wiU be appUed to the specific stream 

types which formed these sand bodies. For example, the thick and 
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sedimentologicaUy complex first order sand bodies are interpreted 

according to channel geometries and flow characteristics of such streams. 

The ordering scheme herein used for Dockum fluvial sand bodies 

purposely contrasts with the system used by geomorphologists in 

describing tributary hierarchy (Horton, 1945) to avoid the temptation of 

correlating "stream order" in the geomorphological sense to that of die 

above sedimentological system of discernment. Although a general 

pattern of tributary hierarchy is suggested for the Dockum streams in this 

chapter and later (Dockum depositional model), no means of relating sand 

body order to that of tributary order in the precise geomorphological 

sense has been established. 

Within each channel sandstone are many different types of bedding 

surfaces or "bounding surfaces" which are very useful in interpreting 

channel sedimentation processes, channel pattems, and the temporal 

significance of various sedimentation events (McKee and Weir, 1953). A 

hierarchy of bounding surfaces based on the truncation of these surfaces 

by other boimding surfaces is estabUshed in outcrop. The bounding 

surface type which is truncated by no other is ranked 1st order. Numbers 

(e.g., 1st, 2nd, 3rd) are used instead of words in the ranking procedure to 

avoid confusion with stream order hierarchy. 

Four orders of bounding surfaces are distinguished in outcrop with 

each successive rank "down" from 1st order (e.g., 2nd to 3rd to 4th) 

having a shorter temporal significance (Lehman, 1985). Each outcrop 

drawing presents the orders of bounding surfaces in a manner which 

depicts their temporal importance. Therefore, 1st order bounding 
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surfaces are always shown as bold lines and are labeled "channel phase 

boundaries" where more than one channel occupancy is represented in a 

drawing. 2nd order bounding surfaces are shown by lines of slightiy less 

boldness. In the next place, 3rd order bounding surfaces are iUustrated as 

lines of moderate boldness; and lastiy, 4th order surfaces are shown as 

either dashed or continuous thin lines. Within amalgamated first order 

sand bodies several 1st order bounding surfaces are evident (Fig. 2.1). 

These 1st order bounding surfaces mark the base of a channel that has 

incised into the floodplain (the lowermost bounding surface) or into 

previously deposited channel sands. It is inferred that the time period 

between successive occupations of a channel site is probably on the order 

of many thousands of years; and in some cases, tens or hundreds of 

thousands of years. Periods of floodplain degradation, accompanied by 

channel incision into previously deposited channel sands, intermpted the 

general aggradational history of the Dockum floodplain. Large (7 to 9 

cm), angular sandstone rip-up clasts found in the channel lag of 

superimposed first order sand bodies (e.g., Cowhead Mesa locality) 

indicate that the subjacent sandstone body being incised was Uthified 

before incision took place. This suggests that a relatively long time 

interval had passed between successive channel site occupations. 

Bounding surfaces of 1st order commonly show the characteristic 

lenticular shape of a channel cross section (see e.g.. Figs. 2.2 and 2.3) and 

are ubiquitously associated with channel lag deposits and scouring. 

In amalgamated high order (first and second) sand bodies 1st order 

bounding surfaces may truncate 2nd order bounding surfaces, which 
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represent lateral accretion bedding or "epsilon" cross stratification of 

AUen (1965). Obvious differences in channel orientation between "sets" 

of 1st order bounding surfaces are recognized by a unique dip in lateral 

accretion bedding associated with each episode of channel occupation (Fig. 

2.1). Also, a dramatic shift in paleocurrent indicators across 1st order 

bounding surfaces separating amalgamated channel sand deposits confirms 

the change in channel orientation (discussed in Dockum paleocurrent 

chapter). Bounding surfaces of 2nd order are not found in low order sand 

bodies. Within high order sand bodies, 2nd order bounding surfaces are 

delineated by several means (discussed under channel order facies 

descriptions). As expected, lateral accretion bedding length is found to be 

proportional to the dimensions of channel sand bodies (AUen, 1965). 

Inclination of such bedding generaUy ranges from 5 to 15 degrees. 

Bounding surfaces of 3rd order delineate boundaries between sets 

of tabular and trough cross strata, mark minor scour events into gentiy 

inclined paraUel laminae, and indicate reactivation surfaces associated 

with dune migration. Boundaries defining sets of cross strata may 

coincide with 2nd order bounding surfaces, in which case they are 

iUustrated as bold lines of lateral accretion bedding. Lastiy, bounding 

surfaces of least temporal significance presented in the drawings are those 

of 4th order. These surfaces separate individual cross strata and delineate 

gentiy inclined paraUel laminae. No attempt is made to represent aU of 

these surfaces in die outcrop iUustrations; instead, they are used to show 

the general pattern of these bedding types. 
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The many varieties of sti^tification that formed within and 

proximal to ancient Dockum fluvial channels can be described accurately 

through the use of estabUshed descriptive stratification terms (see e.g.. 

Harms and others, 1975). In this report, the term "cross lamination" (or 

ripple cross laminae) refers to those cross beds of heights less than 4 cm, 

whUe smaU trough cross stratification includes foreset cross bedding 

between 4 and 20 cm in height. Three classes of large trough cross 

stratification (heights exceed 20 cm) were defined to better describe the 

variety of trough sets seen in the Dockum sandstones. These classes of 

large trough cross strata are distinguished in the view perpendicular to the 

migrational trend of the dunes which produced them (Fig. 2.4). Viewed 

on a vertical surface paraUel to flow direction, these classes of large 

trough cross strata cannot be discerned from one another; hence, from this 

view, they can only be classified as large trough sets. Tight large troughs 

(occasionaUy seen in the Dockum channel sands) have a width/height ratio 

(w/h) below 3; whereas, large broad troughs (commonly observed) exceed 

9 in the w/h ratio. Large troughs (also common) have a w/h ratio between 

3 and 9. In the sections cut paraUel to current flow, tabular cross 

stratification is distinguished from trough cross strata by an angular 

contact between bases of cross beds and the set boundary, in contrast to the 

tangential contact exhibited by trough cross bedding (Jopling, 1965). 

Three-dimensional exposures reveal that tabular cross beds usuaUy appear 

horizontally stratified when viewed normal to the foreset beds. 

The foUowing facies descriptions of the various sand bodies employ 

die use of several "wide" measured sections which record die shape and 
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Fig. 2.4. An example from each of three classes of large trough sets 
(heights exceed 20 cm). 
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scale of stratification feaUires exhibited by channel sandstones. Figure 2.5 

indicates the symbols and notation used in both die wide measured sections 

and the detaUed outcrop drawings. The grain size abbreviations (not 

written out in table) foUow the grade scale of Wentworth (1922), where, 

for example, vf represents very fine sand and gr is an abbreviation for 

granule size detritus. 

First Order Sand Bodies 

Dockum first order sand bodies are thick and lateraUy extensive. 

The "Macy Ranch Sandstone" is the most lateraUy continuous Dockum 

sandstone found in the study area, where it is traceable for more than 20 

km (Fig. 2.6). This sand body thickens to greater than 20 m in several 

locations (e.g., locaUties 2, 3, and 10 of Fig. 2.6), while averaging 

approximately 13 m in thickness. Several other first order sand bodies 

crop out in the approximately 160 m of Dockum sediments underlying the 

Macy Ranch Sandstone in the study area; however, they are not traceable 

in outcrop for near the distance of the Macy Ranch Sandstone. This is 

likely due in part to Quatemary erosion having stripped away much of the 

Dockum deposits that once lay beneath the erosion-resistant caprock 

caUche. The Macy Ranch Sandstone is fortuitously exposed in the steep 

slopes and cUffs between the overlying Tertiary OgaUala and modem 

aUuvial vaUey of die Double Mountain Fork of die Brazos River; whereas, 

the first order sand bodies beneadi it are exposed in sandstone capped 

buttes and mesas beyond die resistant caprock. The geologic map seen in 

figure 2.7 shows specific Dockum locality sites often referred to by name 

in this report, widi the orders of sand bodies studied at each location listed. 
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CO 
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0 
notation 
UPF 
LPF 
TF 

TF-S 
TF-S+GR 

UFS 
LCS 

meanings 

rhizoliths 

calcium carbonate nodules 

wasp burrows 

unionid clam shells 

smooth-walled burrows 

fossil wood (often Equisetales) 

fossil bone 

ancient reptile teeth 

explanation 
upper point bar facies 
lower point bar facies 

thalweg facies 
thalweg facies in sand 

thalweg facies in sand and gravel 
upper fine subfacies 

lower coarse subfacies 

Fig. 2.5. Symbols and notation used in both the 
outcrop drawings and measured sections. 
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3: Cowhead Mesa 
4: Macy Finger 

IS: Miller Ranch Mesa 

Fig. 2.6. Extent of Macy Ranch Sandstone exposed in outcrop and the 
localities (numbered) where it was studied. 
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Triassic Dockum Pormailon 
Recent wind-blown sand 
Pleistocene eoli.nn cover sand 
Tertiary Ogallata Formation 

Jaciiion number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I I 
12 

infuonal locality oiinic 
Drazus Kiver Knob 
Route 669 Roadcut 

Dull Creek 
Cowhead Mesa 
Macy Finger 

Ray Falls 
Oalby Ranch Ruile 

Doren Ranch Sandstone 
Cooper Creek 

Miller Ranch Rutte 
Miller R.̂ \nch Mesa 
Middle Creek Draw 

sand body order 
third 
first 

fourth and fifth 
first 
first 

second 
first 
first 

fourth 
second 

first 
fourth 

Fig. 2.7. Combination geologic and location map showing the Dockum 
outcrop area where field study was conducted and specific localities which 
are named in this report. Also, the order(s) of the channel sands exposed at 
each locality are given. Geologic formational contacts adopted from 
Geologic Atlas of Texas, Lubbock Sheet (1967) and Big Spring Sheet (1974). 
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Thicknesses of first order sand bodies below die Macy Ranch Sandstone 

range from an average of 9 m at die Dalby Ranch locality to about 15 m at 

die Boren Ranch site. In places where first order sandstones reach over 15 

m in thickness, two or more channel occupation sand deposits are stacked 

upon one anodier. In contrast, it is common to find gaps or holes in tiiese 

first order "blanket" sandstones where only overbank sediments are 

present. It seems that die meander belt did not cross in these places over 

the time period during which the sand body formed. 

The actual size of the rivers responsible for the development of first 

order sand bodies is best interpreted from preserved lateral accretion 

bedding and abandoned meander sites. Although a detailed discussion of 

channel morphology for the Dockum rivers is presented later 

(paleohydrology chapter), it is important to have some insight into the 

matter before presenting comprehensive facies descriptions. The Macy 

Ranch Sandstone exposed at Cowhead Mesa displays several, weU-defined 

lateral accretion stmctures above the 1st order bounding surface 

delineating the second episode of channel occupation (Fig. 2.1). The most 

complete accretion surface is 10 m in height and 50 m in width. Because 

lateral accretion surfaces develop on the exterior of a point bar, the 

vertical distance traversed by the surface is equal to point bar thickness; 

which, in turn, corresponds to bankfuU water depth adjacent to the point 

bar (AUen, 1965). Therefore, water depth was a minimum of 10 m in the 

dialweg of the meander loop at bankfuU discharge. Channel width is given 

a minimal estimate by using die widdi of die accretion surface (A^) 

which, if complete, approximates the distance from thalweg to inner bank. 
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Tme bankfuU widdi, (W^f), is calculated by employing a coefficient 

constant, k, such diat W f̂ = k+Â .̂ TypicaUy, k is assigned die value 1.5 

(e.g., Leeder, 1973; Lorenz and odiers, 1984); hence, a minimum channel 

width of 75 m is estimated. These figures are conservative because of 

obvious truncation of the accretion surfaces at their uppermost extensions. 

Judging from the curvature trend of the accretion surfaces, a more 

accurate estimate of channel depth is 12 to 13 m with a width in excess of 

100 m (assuming a sigmoidal accretion stmcture shape when complete). 

Reorientation of the second channel occupation interval perpendicular to 

channel flow is unnecessary because paleocurrent data indicates primary 

current flow to be nearly normal and into the iUustrated outcrop exposure 

(detailed discussion in paleocurrent chapter). Therefore, the channel 

dimensions previously calculated indicate the tme scale of the cross-

channel profile. Also, locaUties 9 and 14 (Fig. 2.6) display point bar 

accretion surfaces which show less truncation of the upper portion of the 

surface. LocaUty 9 accretion stmctures are approximately 140 m in 

length and 11 m in vertical height. The accretion surfaces exposed at 

locality 14 are simUarly 120 to 135 m in lengtii and 10 to 12 m in height. 

Using the relations previously discussed, channel widths of about 195 m 

with depths of around 12 m are minimum estimates. 

First Order Sand Body Facies 

Thalweg Facies 

The tiialweg facies always is found at or near die lowest portion of a 

single channel phase boundary (i.e., may occur high widiin an 

amalgamated sand body). Once again referring to die second channel 
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occupation phase in figure 2.1, it is evident diat beyond die toe of die 

youngest (highest) lateral accretion surface die channel sediments become 

increasingly coarse in texture and die sedimentary stmctures change 

significantiy. This signifies the transition from lower point bar facies 

(described below) to die thalweg facies. The toe of die accretion surface is 

indicative of the farthest expression of an ancient point bar extending 

towards the depths of a scour pool (AUen, 1965). Therefore, the outcrop 

drawing (Fig. 2.1) strongly suggests that a broad, deep-channel facies 

developed in this Dockum first order channel between the base of the point 

bar and the concave bank. 

The coarsest grain sizes available to the ancient river normaUy 

became concentrated in the thalweg facies, with the grains often bimodaUy 

sorted into granule to pebble size intrabasinal calcium carbonate peUets 

mixed with extrabasinal medium grained phyUarenite sands (petrography 

discussed in a later chapter). Changes in the proportion of extrabasinal to 

intrabasinal sediments are commonly observed within the thalweg facies. 

For example, predominantiy fine to medium sand in the lower half of the 

Cowhead Mesa thalweg facies (meters 75 to 125) shifts to mainly 

intrabasinal gravels in the upper half. Although wide (over 50 m) 

graveUy lenses are seen in the lower half, they comprise less than 20 

percent of the total sediment volume. By contrast, the upper half shows 

thin, discontinuous lenses of medium grained sand surrounded by 

intrabasinal gravels, compressed clay gaUs, and interspersed silt. 

Intrabasinal sediment supply was so voluminous during deposition of this 

upper interval that many of the sUt and mud pebbles in the river bedload 
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were buried beneadi additional intrabasinal conglomerate before it could 

be buoyed up into die suspended load of die stream, where diis fine 

material would likely be flushed dirough the system or onto die 

floodplain. The Cowhead Mesa measured section (Fig. 2.8) verticaUy 

transects die outcrop drawing between die 84 m and 90 m marks. The 

measured section reveals die dramatic shift in mean grain size from the 

lower to upper half of the thalweg facies. Because die grain size estimates 

represent their mean size, it is somewhat misleading to compare grain 

sizes of lower half thalweg sands with the thin sand lenses in the upper 

half. Part of the reason for the thin lenses having a significantiy coarser 

mean grain size than those sands below is due to numerous fine pebble 

laminae contained within the lenses which increases mean grain size. 

AcmaUy, the phyUarenite sands increase from a mean of 0.25 mm to 0.40 

mm rather than 0.25 mm to 0.50 mm as might be concluded from the 

measured section. Peiiiaps the concomittant increase in both extrabasinal 

sand size and volume of intrabasinal material preserved in the Cowhead 

Mesa thalweg facies records a shift to higher sediment production rates 

brought about by a change in climate or uplift in the headwater region 

(discussed in depositional model chapter). 

In addition to phyUarenite sand and intrabasinal calcium carbonate 

peUets in the upper half of the Cowhead Mesa thalweg facies, there are 

abundant pieces of fossil wood, vertebrate bone fragments and teeth, chert 

of granule-to-pebble size, and coprolites. FossU log molds measuring 40 

to 60 cm in diameter occur at Cowhead Mesa (Fig. 2.1). The coprolites 

are especiaUy interesting because they often include numerous fish scales. 
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This suggests diat predatory aquatic animals inhabited diese first order 

rivers. Longimdinal or spiral striations pattems are often visible on die 

coproUtes. The coproUtes are typicaUy cigar shaped widi each containing 

a pointed and blunt end. CoproUte lengdis reach 5 cm widi diameters 

ranging from 1.0 to 1.4 cm. 

Primary sedimentary stmcttires in die dialweg facies are dominated 

by large broad trough cross stratification and poorly developed, low angle 

trough cross stratification; with lesser amounts of gentiy dipping paraUel 

laminae and large trough sets. Commonly, the large broad trough sets 

reach immense proportions with widths of over 14 m and heights 

exceeding 1.5 m. Meters 47 through 72 of the route 669 roadcut drawing 

(Fig. 2.2) documents the impressive dimensions and intemal trough set 

laminae. Large broad troughs are found in both sandy and graveUy 

thalweg facies sediments, with those formed in mainly fine to medium 

sand usuaUy containing a gravel lag at their base (e.g.. Fig. 2.2). This 

gravel likely represents the coarsest fraction of the channel aUuvium 

which served to "armor" the scour so that incision ceased (Schumm, 

1977). The broad trough shaped sets formed in gravel are usuaUy not as 

clearly defined and shaUower in depth Gess than 50 cm) than those 

generated in sand. However, one notable exception to this trend was seen 

at die Boren Ranch first order sand body (Fig. 2.7, location 8) where 

deeply scoured large trough sets measuring 1.5 m in height and 0.5 m in 

width are observed in gravel. 

Low angle trough cross stratification makes up over 50 percent of 

die sedimentary stmcttires in die graveUy portion of die dialweg facies at 
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Cowhead Mesa. This form of stratification is generaUy confined to diose 

portions of die dialweg facies which contain more dian 30 percent gravel. 

Low angle trough sets commonly display an elongate, shaUow sigmoidal 

shape which is irregular in definition near large pebbles and sandstone 

clasts. These sets typicaUy are less dian 1 m in width and 30 cm in depdi. 

Gentiy dipping paraUel laminae typicaUy comprise 30 percent of the 

sandy intervals of the thalweg facies sediments and are not observed in the 

gravel portions of the facies. Tme dips of the laminae average between 4 

and 10 degrees with superimposed sets of laminae having variable dip 

directions. Often it is difficult to distinguish between the stratification of 

large broad trough sets and sets of subparaUel laminae. There seems to be 

a complete gradation between these two stratification types, which likely 

is related to a transition in original bed configuration (discussed later). In 

addition, the subparaUel laminae fiU broad scours that are identical to the 

stmcmres comprising the majority of the lower point bar facies. 

GeneraUy, sands of the subparaUel laminae are fine to medium grained, 

weU sorted, and appear massive in outcrop. However, upon close 

inspection, it is common to find tiiick sequences of amalgamated fining-

upward packets within a "massive" section. Figure 2.9 shows die grain 

size trend and diickness of an average packet taken from a thick sequence 

of diis stratification type found at die Macy Finger locality (Fig. 2.10, 

section B, meter 28). In outcrop, die coarse and fine members of each 

packet delineate die gentie bedding dips; whereas, in die more massive 

appearing sections of subparaUel laminae, it is much more difficult to pick 

out individual laminae bcause of die consistent grain size. TypicaUy, an 
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Fig 2.9. An example of a typical fining-upward 
packet commonly found to delineate subparaUel 
laminae in lower point bar facies. 
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individual packet is lateraUy continuous for less dian 2 m. A 

photomicrograph of a single packet is shown in figure 2.11. Note die 

erosive base of die coarse packet member into die fine packet member. 

The fine member is high in clay and silt which gives it a dark color in 

outcrop. In this example, die coarse member is 0.3 cm diick widi die fine 

member measuring 0.1 cm in diickness. These diicknesses are far below 

die average of 1.2 cm and 2.0 cm, respectively. Gently dipping paraUel 

laminae are even more common in the lower point bar facies. 

Large trough cross stratification (h/d ratio between 3 and 9) is less 

common than broad trough cross stratification (h/d > 9) in the thalweg 

facies. Also, large trough sets are more prevalent in the sandy thalweg 

sections than the thalweg intervals high in gravel. Large trough sets can 

reach 8 m in width by 1.8 m in depth (Fig. 2.12). They have steeply 

dipping sides (20 to 25 degrees) and commonly contain abundant gravel 

and large mudstone and/or claystone gaUs (up to 30 cm by 17 cm) at their 

base. Even the large trough sets, formed in nearly pure sand, contain fine 

granule size grains widely dispersed through their scoop-shaped laminae. 

A spectacular double-scoop shaped scour-fiU sedimentary stmcmre, 

photographed (Fig. 2.13), and drawn in detaU (Fig. 2.14), at the Dalby 

Ranch locaUty is unique from aU others observed in both size and 

geometry. The double-trough shaped set measures over 20 m in width and 

nearly 3 m in depdi. Even die broad troughs seen at the route 669 roadcut 

(Fig. 2.2) are smaUer dian diis stmcttire. The large tt-ough set records die 

second, and most spectacular, of diree major incision events after die 

initial channel occupation. It is impossible to categorize diis double-
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Fig. 2.11. A single packet in thin section (under 
crossed polars) illustrating the erosive boundary 
between the overriding coarse packet member and 
the incised fine packet member. 
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Fig. 2.13. The above exposure of the Dalby Ranch Sandstone 
(first order) displays a very large scour-fill stmcture amongst 
numerous channel incision bounding surfaces. Stadia rod 
measures 1.75 m in height. 
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tt-ough shaped set into a particular channel facies based on positioning 

within the outcrop or to lateral accretion sttiictures (as was done at die 

Cowhead Mesa site) because of numerous incision events; however, by 

examining die same sand body and odiers like it (first order) at different 

locations it is found diat troughs of diis grand size are most typical of the 

thalweg facies. In addition, the absence of lateral accretion bedding 

associated with the large scour-fill stmcture adds further support to it being 

part of the deep-channel facies. 

Lower Point Bar Facies 

The lower point bar facies comprises the bulk of first order sand 

bodies, where it is recognized by thick sections of well sorted, fine to 

medium sand which often appears stmctureless; however, upon close 

inspection, lateral accretion bedding amongst gently dipping parallel 

laminated sand can be distinguished. The Cowhead Mesa outcrop drawing 

(Fig. 2.1) illustrates the proportion of first order sand body volume which 

this facies typically occupies. Except for a wedge of thalweg facies entering 

the base of the first channel occupation from the northwest, nearly the entire 

outcrop section from the 0 m to 52 m mark consists of the lower point bar 

facies. It is estimated that approximately 65 percent of the entire Macy 

Ranch Sandstone (Fig. 2.6) displays the character of the lower point bar 

facies. 

Within this facies, lateral accretion stmctures commonly tmncate 

gentiy dipping paraUel laminated sand in a cross-cutting manner. Accretion 

bedding at Cowhead Mesa ranges in dip from 4 degrees in the lowest 

channel occupation to a maximum of 15 degrees in the second channel 
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occupation. As discussed later (paleocurrent chapter), paleocurrent 

measurements recorded from die second phase of channel occupation 

indicate a near-normal view of die lateral accretion bedding in diis interval, 

which means the 15 degree accretion dips approach tme dips. Accretion 

bedding is distinguished in the second channel phase by mild scour 

surfaces with a thin set of planar stratified sand (5 to 30 cm thick) overlying 

and conforming to the underlying scour surface. The grain size in each set 

of epsilon cross strata commonly differs somewhat from adjacent sets, 

while generally remaining in the range of fine to medium sand. In the first 

chaimel occupation phase at Cowhead Mesa, only one distinct lateral 

accretion stmcture is found. It is defined by a 20 to 30 cm thick band, 

comprised of 2 to 3 sets of small troughs, which mildly tmncate the 

underlying subparaUel laminated sand. The accretion stmcture extends into 

the exposed portion of the lowest chaimel thalweg facies, located at the 

northwest end of the mesa. Beneath the accretion bedding, between the 40 

to 60 m interval, is a deeply incised basal portion of the sand body which 

likely represents sedimentation in a straight reach of the chaimel when 

occupation first ensued, and before a loop had migrated downstream to this 

location, or possibly, before a meandering pattern had developed in a newly 

foimed channel. 

In the lower point bar facies, stratification types are dominated by 

gentiy dipping paraUel laminated sand conformably filling broad, shallow 

scours. These scour stmctures are not symmettical broad trough shaped 

sets as recorded at the route 669 roadcut (described earlier); rather, they 

have poorly defined set boundaries which often do not conform to a broad 
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scoop shape. An attempt is made to show these stmctures in the first 

channel occupation at Cowhead Mesa (meters 1 through 68). However, 

because the set boundaries are so poorly defined, these scours fiUed with 

subparaUel laminae are somewhat schematic. These scour stmctures are 

usuaUy found in weU sorted fine to medium sand which is why they have 

such a massive appearence. In the second channel occupation phase at 

Cowhead Mesa, the broad scour stmctures are the same as those in the first 

channel occupation; however, they were excluded from the drawing to 

emphasize the lateral accretion bedding. OccasionaUy, the larger scours 

fiUed with subparaUel laminae have a thin, discontinuous gravel layer 1 to 

3 cm thick at their bases. Also, smaU trough foreset strata less than 10 cm 

in height are sometimes found at the base of a broad scour, with the foreset 

strata usuaUy indicating smaU dune migration up the flanks of the scour. 

Probably broad scours fiUed with subparaUel laminae were not produced 

by large dunes migrating at some angle to the plane of the outcrop 

drawing. In support of this interpretation, three-dimensional views of the 

lower point bar facies, seen by tracing the interval around the northwest 

end of the smaU mesa (which is just a few meters northwest of the 0 m 

mark), reveal simUar appearing broad scours with their typical flattened 

set flanks. If large migrating dunes were the cause of these scour 

stmctures, then a dominance of trough cross stratification dipping at 20 to 

30 degrees would be expected at some point when viewing the interval in 

diree dimensions. Only about 15 percent of the lower point bar facies at 

Cowhead Mesa could be classified as large trough or large broad trough 

cross stratification. The remainder of the facies in these occupation 
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intervals more closely resembles multiple gentie incision events which are 

conformably fiUed by "planar" stratification. Parting and current 

lineations observed on fractured blocks faUen from die lower point bar 

facies serve as supporting evidence for upper flow regime conditions 

prevaiUng during sedimentation on the lower point bar (Allen, 1984). 

Scours fiUed in by planar stratification are commonly observed in 

ephemeral stream deposits (e.g.. Harms and Fahnestock, 1965; Frostick 

and Reid, 1977). Ephemeral streams undergo a sharp increase in stream 

power during short-lived storm events which produce stream bed incision 

foUowed by fiUing with upper flow regime subparaUel stratification. As 

discussed later, aU the stream orders in the Dockum likely experienced 

extreme fluctuations in discharge. 

Although broad scours fiUed with planar strata constitute the bulk 

of the lower point bar facies at most sites, large trough cross stratification 

is always present to some degree, and in some outcrops, constitutes up to 

50 percent of the facies. Trough cross strata of this facies can reach over 2 

m in height (Fig. 2.15) and often rest on surfaces incised into the 

underlying thalweg facies (e.g.. Fig. 2.16, meter 46). Levey(1978) found 

that the largest transverse bars (2 m foresets) on the meandering, mixed-

load Congaree River, South Carolina, are located nearest the thalweg at 

the edge of the point bar. In the Dockum lower point bar facies, trough 

foreset bedding maximum dips average 25 degrees with a distinct fining 

downward in grain size along the foreset strata. These feamres are typical 

of foreset bedding associated with advancing dunes which have a vigorous 

backflow and powerful eddy action in tiieir lee (Jopling, 1965). Individual 
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Fig. 2.15. Trough cross bedding measuring 
2.3 m in thickness found in lower point bar 
facies of the Macy Finger locality. This 
trough set also is recorded in section 
(Fig. 2.10, section A, meter 33). The 
trough foresets occupy an incision within 
underlying clay plug sediment. 
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cross bed diicknesses range from diin bedded to laminated (grade scale of 

McKee and Weir, 1953). The cross stt̂ ta are delineated by silty, very diin 

laminae which probably accumulated on the dune foresets by grainfall 

between periodic grainflow avalanching events during active dune 

migration. Sparse Skolithos shaft burrows found near topsets of the huge 

trough cross strata indicate migration ceased during times of low flow such 

that burrowing organisms could populate the inactive dunes. Lagged dunes 

are observed by Jackson (1975) to occur near the channel thalweg at both 

the bend entrance and near the exit during seasonal low flow on the sinuous 

lower Wabash River, southem Illinois. It is doubtful that lower point bar 

large dunes of the Dockum first order streams ever became emergent since 

there is no evidence of topset erosion. 

Upper Point Bar Facies 

At some distance above midheight on lateral accretion bedding of first 

order sand bodies, a change in both texture and sedimentary stmctures is 

observed. Mean grain diameters and the dimensions of primary 

sedimentary stmctures decrease upwards tiirough the upper point bar facies, 

while burrow stmctures also increase significantly. In addition, soft 

sediment folds within large tt-ough sets are identified in tiiis facies. Hence, 

the upper point bar facies is recognized in outcrop by a distinct assemblage 

of textures, sedimentary stmctures, and trace fossils. 

Preservation of the upper point bar facies is limited to single chaimel 

occupation sites and to die top portion of amalgamated first order sand 

bodies because each succeeding channel occupation stiips away diis top 

facies from die subjacent channel sand. Consequentiy, die volumettic 
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proportion of upper point bar facies to first order sand bodies is normally 

below 20 percent. Also, this facies is more susceptible to weathering as 

compared to underlying facies because die increased mud and sik content 

seems to have precluded extensive cementation by sparry calcite cement 

(cements discussed in petrography chapter). Nonedieless, from die large 

number of first order sand body outcrop sites, a few are found to display 

the nature of this facies in fine detaU. 

The upper point bar facies is nearly ubiquitous in its association 

with weU defined lateral accretion stmctures. The interval between 2 m 

and 47 m at route 669 roadcut (Fig. 2.2) iUustrates the preservation of an 

upper point bar facies associated with the second channel occupation of the 

three exposed in the roadcut (note channel phase boundaries). Within this 

interval, the accretion bedding is sharply defined by the bases of mUdly 

scoured large trough, smaU trough, and planar stratified sets. The upper 

boundaries of sets of planar strata also define the accretion bedding. In 

fact, these bounding surfaces faciUtate direct measurement of accretion 

dip angle and direction. 

Mean grain diameters decrease from fine and medium sand size in 

the subjacent lower point bar facies to fine and very fine size with 

intercalated beds of sUtstone in the upper point bar facies. This trend is 

recorded in both the Cowhead Mesa measured section (Fig. 2.8, meters 32 

through 38) and the second channel occupation phase at route 669 roadcut 

(Fig. 2.2). 

Stratification of die upper point bar facies is predominantiy planar 

(~ 25%), with a significant amount of large and smaU trough sets (~ 25%), 
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and minor ripple cross lamination (< 5%). Planar stratification in die 

upper point bar facies subtiy contrasts the broad scour-fiUing sets of 

subparaUel laminae in the lower point bar facies. Parting and current 

lineations are numerous on exposed surfaces that are in the plane of 

ancient current flow. These stmctures indicate upper flow regime 

conditions during deposition. The sets of planar strata which define lateral 

accretion bedding at route 669 roadcut are seen to actuaUy pinch out into 

mudrock, thereby defining the uppermost extents of the ancient point bar. 

Also, the intercalated beds of planar stratified siltstone between fine sand 

beds grade down dip of the lateral accretion surfaces into very fine to fine 

sand. The sUty upper extensions of lateral accretion strata Ukely represent 

sediments deposited high on the upper point bar during major 

sedimentation events brought about by floods. 

In most cases, upper point bar planar strata are intercalated with 

tt-ough cross strata that average 20 to 30 cm in height; however, in rare 

cases the trough heights reach 1 m. A conspicuous set of 1 m thick troughs 

was examined in the upper point bar facies at route 669 roadcut (Fig. 2.2, 

meters 18 to 28). The large trough set contains a prominent reactivation 

surface upwards from the 25 m mark, and the set is terminated by a 

reactivation surface at die 29 m mark, which is dien foUowed by planar 

stt-atification. A medium sand grain size widiin these reactivated sets 

contrasts the subjacent fine sand and superjacent silt dettims. The 

anomalously large trough set height and grain size likely are the product 

of a single or two consecutive flood events of unusuaUy high magnimde 

which caused water depths and current velocites sufficient to create such 
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large bedforms on die upper point bar. Soft-sediment folds found widiin 

die cross beds of these large trough sets likely resulted from excess pore 

pressure within the newly formed cross strata as the dunes became 

emergent foUowing a fast drop in water level as the flood abated (Blatt, 

Middleton, and Murray, 1972). Evidence of soft-sediment folding has 

only been found in upper point bar facies. Yet another diagnostic feature 

of this facies is ripple cross laminae which commonly mantie trough and 

planar stratified sets. 

Additional information of interest obtained from large trough and 

planar stratified reactivation sets concerns apparent obUquity of dune 

migration to the down-channel axis as determined through current 

direction and channel orientation indicators. Lateral accretion dip and dip 

direction are measured to be 4° to N145oW, while the dune foresets 

average 19^ to N90oE (Fig. 2.2). Assuming channel axis direction is 

normal to point bar slope, a divergence angle of 35 degrees between dune 

migration direction and down-channel axis is calculated (Fig. 2.17). The 

cause of this obUque migration is likely related to two factors which 

include (1) secondary heUcoidal flow developed in the bend produces a 

near-bottom flow directed towards the inner bank (Rozovskii, 1961) and 

(2) a transverse increase in bottom shear stress down the point bar in fuUy 

developed secondary flow produces higher sediment transport rates and 

faster bedform migration towards die deeper portions of the point bar 

(Dietrich and others, 1979). 

Mazes of smoodi-waUed burrows (diameters average 0.5 cm) 

generaUy are confined to upper point bar facies where diey especiaUy have 
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Fig. 2.17. Approximate divergence angle calculation drawn 
from both trough foreset and lateral accretion surface dip 
direction data. 
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populated upper portions of silty planar stt-ata (e.g.. Fig. 2.10, section A, 

meter 33; and Fig. 2.2, meter 22). Ferric oxide cement preferentiaUy has 

formed about most of the burrow sttiictures seen in the Dockum 

sandstones. Burrow stmctures are often found by examining the sole of 

overlying fine sand planar sets which gentiy scour into die silty sediment 

below. Because the burrows occur in the silty intercalations, it is reasoned 

that the burrowing organisms populated the upper point bar during low 

flow after sedimentation had ceased and the upper bar surface likely had 

become emergent. 

Composite Lithofacies Model for the First Order 
Sand Bodies with Hydrodynamic 

Interpretation 

Jackson (1975,1976) demonstrates that single vertical section 

Uthofacies models cannot be considered representative of deposition over 

an entire point bar, or even less so, representative of sedimentation on 

point bar surfaces in general within a meandering channel. In meandering 

rivers, a "transition zone" at the bend entrance is defined by a downstream 

shift in cross channel velocity magnimde vectors from the inner bank to 

die outer bank (Jackson, 1975; Levey, 1978). Increasing grain size and 

dune size toward the inner bank in the "transition zone" contradicts 

standard facies models for point bar sequences in meandering rivers (e.g., 

Allen, 1970). Bridge (1978) encorporates interactions between 

nonuniform flow, bed topography, and sedimentation in a madiematical 

model which predicts a ttansitional facies at die bend entrance in 

agreement widi die observations of Jackson (1975). GeneraUy, it is agreed 

diat die U-aditional facies models for meander bends are representative of 
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locations far enough along die bend where "fuUy developed" secondary 

flow is estabUshed (AUen, 1984). Jackson (1975) infers diat die lengdi of 

die transition zone in relation to meander length is proportional to channel 

curvature. 

In the Dockum first order channel sands, the most common vertical 

section through a point bar deposit of a single channel occupation shows a 

general fining-upward trend with a decrease in trough set heights. To be 

sure, there are numerous sand body outcrops display a coarsening-upward 

grain diameter trend for much of the section (e.g.. Fig. 2.18), yet even 

these less common exposures almost always disclose a fining-upward trend 

near their tops. It appears that much of the negativism regarding the 

utUity of using one or a few lithofacies profUes for a particular fluvial 

sequence foUows from uncertainty over the abiUty to discem between 

stacked channel deposits, single occupation channel sand deposits, and 

"vaUey fiU (Jackson, 1978)." However, use of the bounding surface 

concept in interpreting and iUustrating channel occupation events within a 

particular sand body (discussed earUer) aknost eliminates the possibility of 

assigning more than one channel occupation Udiofacies to a single episode 

of occupation. In addition, the propitious preservation of nearly complete 

point bar sequences in die Dockum channel sands, widi numerous outcrops 

showing no upper point bar tmncation, makes die application of vertical 

facies modeUing appropriate for high order Dockum sandstones. 

Therefore, the variations in sedimentary stincmres and grain-size trends 

accorded to die transition and weU developed secondary flow zones of a 
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Fig. 2.18. Dalby Ranch Butte first order sand body in 
measured section—an example of transitional facies 
in Dockum fluvial sands. 
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stt-eam bend provide added insight for interpreting Udiofacies trends in 

high order Dockum sand bodies. 

As mentioned earlier, a typical vertical sequence through a Dockum 

first order sand body is in general agreement widi the "traditional" 

meandering stream Uthofacies models, with a moderate number of 

outcrop segments showing a textural and sedimentary stmcture trend not 

unlike die ttansitional depositional facies described by Jackson (1976). In 

proposing a facies model for Dockum first order sand bodies, die model 

should represent the norm of what is observed in the field, and secondly, 

serve as a general guide for hydrodynamic interpretation (Harms and 

others, 1975). Therefore, the generalized vertical facies model presented 

for the Dockum most resembles point bar facies which form in weU-

developed secondary flow, while an example of "transitional" depositional 

facies is exemplified by the Dalby Butte measured section (Fig. 2.18). 

Using the vertical facies model (Fig. 2.19) as reference, some 

hydrodynamic interpretations can be made for the Dockum first order 

stream channels. Firstly, the trend of decreasing grain size is consistent 

with lower current velocities experienced towards the inner bank of the 

point bar in fidly developed secondary flow (AUen, 1984). Secondly, the 

dimensions of trough cross stratified sets diminish upwards in the profile 

which is indicative of decreasing water depdi (AUen, 1984). However, an 

inconsistency is found in the sequence of sedimentary stmctures which 

seems to contradict the overaU trend of decreasing stteam power up die 

point bar. This inconsistency is revealed in upper flow regime planar beds 

overlying lower flow regime ttough sets (see Simons and others, 1965 for 
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flow regimen classification). Madiematical models used to predict facies 

distributions in fuUy developed secondary flow indicate that upper-stage 

planar beds should lie beneath large-scale cross beds with a commensurate 

downward increase in grain size (e.g.. Bridge, 1978; Allen, 1984). Only 

the transitional facies of Bridge (1978) indicate plane beds overlying 

ttough sets; however, the computer simulated transitional facies cannot be 

used to explain this stacking of stmcture types in Dockum sand bodies 

because the predicted and observed coarsening-upwards ttend associated 

with the transitional facies (discussed earlier) are not seen in these ancient 

deposits. Also, the intercalation of smaU ttoughs and planar stratified beds 

in the upper point bar facies are not predicted in any mathematical models. 

An explanation to this seeming discordance between mathematical 

facies models, flume smdies of bedform stability fields, fluvial hydrauUcs, 

and dieory of fluid mechanics to the point bar facies preserved in the 

Dockum sandstones may be sought dirough a "closer look" at flume smdy 

data and contemporary stream channel studies. Experimental stabUity 

fields for submerged bedforms, where die variable values for 

stteampower and mean grain diameter were measured to define the 

StabUity boundaries (Fig. 2.20), indicate a broad transition field between 

dunes and upper-stage plane beds; and equaUy important, die tt^end of die 

tt-ansition zone denotes a stt-ong dependence of die dune/upper plane bed 

boundary on grain diameter. Because of die dependence of bedform 

stabiUty fields on grain diameter and die broad overlap of dunes and 

upper-stage plane bed existence fields, it appears diat dunes can form at 

stream powers several times higher tiian are observed to produce upper-
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stage plane beds. For example, the difference in grain diameter between 

die upper stage planar stratified sands of die upper point bar facies 

(diameters --0.1 mm) and the large broad ttoughs of the thalweg facies 

(diameters ~ 0.7 mm) are enough to account for a variation in stream 

power values of w = 2.3 and w = 13, respectively (using the lower 

boundary of upper stage plane beds in w determination). Hence, the 

predicted decrease in stream power up the point bar from the thalweg is 

not Ul-supported by the Dockum first order sandstone Uthofacies model, 

as might be suspected by the sequence of sedimentary stmctures. SimUar 

reasoning can be used to account for ttough set grain sizes in the thalweg 

and lower point bar facies. In general, die coarser grain size requires a 

higher current velocity to remain in the same bedform stabiUty field. 

Therefore, a change in mean grain diameter on the point bar surface could 

result in a transition in channel bedform features under simUar flow 

conditions. 

Although upper flow regime plane beds of the upper point bar 

facies may form at significantly lower powers than coarse grained dunes 

in die deep portion of die channel, high current velocities must stiU have 

existed during their formation. At times of discharge at or above flood 

stage, the entire point bar is often submerged beneath flood waters which 

have also overflowed the channel banks and spread onto die adjacent 

floodplain (e.g., McGowen and Gamer 1970; Jackson, 1975; Levey, 

1978). During flood flows on die meandering lower Wabash River, 

Ulinois, overland near-bottom flow velocities between bends often exceed 

1 m/sec (Jackson, 1975). At diis velocity upper flat bed conditions are met 
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for mean sediment size ranging up dirough fine sand (Fig. 2.21). Coarse 

sediment within the channel tends not to escape onto die floodplain during 

flood stages because in-channel velocities decrease significantly within 

channel bends (where bankfuU velocity magnitudes are greatest) as 

unconfined overland flow commences (Jackson, 1975); thereby only 

aUowing the load suspended near bankfuU flow to be dispersed onto the 

floodplain and point bar tops. Aside from the Dockum sandstones, many 

other ancient fluvial sandstone sequences preserve upper flow regime 

planar stratification in the point bar section over coarser grained ttough 

cross sttata (e.g., Visher, 1965; Hobday, 1978; Gordon and Bridge, 1987). 

Furthermore, Harms and Fahnestock (1965) describe upper plane bed 

processes and subsequent preservation as planar strata on point bar 

surfaces of the modem Rio Grande River. 

Fining-upward siltstone beds diat cap erosively based, sandy-smaU 

ttoughs or sandy-horizontal sttata in the Dockum upper point bar facies 

may have been deposited largely through suspension settling during 

waning flood stages. The fining-upward grain size ttend widiin these 

capping beds mark the settling out of steadily finer grains as current 

velocities decreased. 

Poorly developed, low angle ttough cross sttatification commonly 

seen in granule-size sediments of die dialweg facies may represent 

stt-atification produced by dunes in ttansition to die upper flat bed phase 

(Harms and odiers, 1975). Bedforms observed in tiiis tt-ansitional state 

tend to have flattened profiles widi low angle foresets, and broad scours 

fiUed by paraUel laminated sand in die lower point bar facies may have 
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some genetic relationship to diis ttansitional phase. Parting and current 

lineations atop parallel laminated surfaces indicate upper stage plane bed 

conditions, while some of scour features and dips of subparaUel laminae 

(up to 11 degrees) suggest backflow current action which is most strongly 

measured in die lee of sinuous crested dunes (Allen, 1984). 

Second Order Channel Sandstones 

Dockum second order fluvial sand bodies are very similar to first 

order channel sandstones in aspects of individual channel boundary 

geometries, sequence of sedimentary stmctures, and composition; 

however, second order sand bodies differ in that individual chaimel 

boundary dimensions are smaller, mean large ttough heights are reduced 

and overall grain size is finer. Because of die simUarity in channel 

morphology and sedimentary stmcture ttends between die first and second 

sand body orders, they probably share similar origins. They are grouped 

togedier under the heading "high order fluvial sand bodies." 

In outcrop second order fluvial sand bodies show thicknesses of 5 to 

10 m widi lateral extents generaUy ranging between 100 m and 1000 m. 

Individual channel occupations, delineated by chaimel phase bounding 

surfaces within amalgamated sands, indicate channel depdis of 5 to 9 m and 

widdis of 50 to 95 m. 

Typically, second order sand bodies exhibit well developed lateral 

accretion bedding. Accretion sttiicttires are delineated by continuous set 

boundaries separating ttough cross strata and/or planar stt-ata which dip 6 to 

12 degrees at maximum inclination points, as seen in the "Ray Falls" 
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outcrop drawing (Fig. 2.3). Also, mudstone drapes up to 50 cm diick 

occasionaUy distinguish lateral accretion sttiicttires (Fig. 2.3). At die Ray 

FaUs site, die dip and dip direction of accretion bedding was measured 

directiy from surfaces of planar stt-ata. An upward rotation of 40 degrees in 

die accretion dip direction was recorded. In addition, paleocurrent 

measurements taken from a large ttough set subjacent to the lower lateral 

accretion surface indicates diat dune migration was oblique to the channel 

axis (assuming chaimel axis is normal to accretion dip direction). The 

upward rotation in accretion bedding likely denotes the down-channel 

migration of the point bar through time. Using die identical approach 

presented earlier (Fig. 2.17), the paleocurrent ttend recorded from trough 

foresets suggests an oblique dune migration of approximately 35 degrees to 

the down-channel axis and towards the point bar. As discussed previously, 

the cause of obUque dune migration results from bodi well developed 

secondary (heUcoidal) flow within die channel bend and a transversely 

increasing shear sttess gradient down the point bar which causes faster 

dune migration with depth. 

The rotation in channel axis associated with point bar migration seen 

at the Ray FaUs outcrop site suggests that the down-channel direction 

during accretion of the point bar was nearly normal and into (east) die 

exposed outcrop face. Therefore, die lengdi and height tt-ansversed by die 

individual lateral accretion surfaces can be used for estimates of bankfuU 

channel widdi and dialweg depth. In addition, a channel scour base 

perimeter can, in conjunction widi an overall fining-upward sequence, be 

employed in gaining a second approximation of channel depdi. The lateral 
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accretion bedding surface defined by die lowermost clay drape and die 

underlying set of large ttoughs extends 60 m widi some truncation at its 

upper end (Fig. 2.3). Once again using AUen's (1965) relation of Wbf = k 

* Aw, a minimum channel widdi of 90 m is calculated. This agrees weU 

widi the total sand body widdi of 100 m exposed at diis site (not entirely 

drawn). 

Maximum channel depth is likely best approximated by the vertical 

distance from channel base to the top of the incised channel margin. 

Because the channel base is not entirely exposed, its depth of incision is 

approximated through association with the dip ttend of superjacent lateral 

accretion bedding and the curvature of the exposed channel margin (Fig. 

2.3). Secondly, the shaUow dip of the channel incision border on its upper 

flank (0 m maik) suggests that the truncated portion would have yielded 

between 1.5 m to 2.0 m additional channel scour depth. Hence, through 

these moderate channel boimdary extensions, total bankfuU depth is 

estimated to have been between 8.5 m and 9.5 m. 

Lateral accretion bedding surfaces defined above the lowermost 

clay drape indicate a reduction in channel depth in comparison to the 

partiaUy covered lowermost accretion stmctures (defined by large ttough 

sets). The decrease in channel depth probably reflects a combination of 

moderate channel aggradation and meander loop migration (discussed 

above) which positioned die relatively shaUow bend entt-ance dialweg in 

die position diat was formerly occupied by die deep meander bend dialweg 

(recorded by the partially covered underiying lateral accretion 

sttncttires). Odier possibilities include climatic change or upstt̂ am 
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ttibutary piracy causing reduced bankfuU discharge flows and rapid 

channel-bed aggradation and diminished stream size (Schumm, 1977). 

Second Order Channel Sandstone Facies 

Thalweg Facies 

Channel phase occupations in second order channel sandstones are 

nearly always maiked by one or two sets of large, 1 to 1.5 m diick, ttough 

cross stt-ata which persist from die deepest portions of die channel to high 

up die channel margins (e.g.. Fig. 2.3). The basal large ttough sets record 

die initial phase of fuU channel occupation (Fig. 2.16, section B, meters 33 

and 36). On channel margins only one ttough set usuaUy is present as it 

pinches out, whUe in the deeper channel area large ttoughs commonly are 

stacked into two or three sets which indicate that large dune bedforms 

continued to migrate in channel depths long after the channel formed. 

Because large dune bedfroms persisted in the deepest channel portions, 

large ttough sets are classified as the thalweg facies of second order 

channel sands. However, because these ttough sets extend high up the 

incised channel margins, it must be emphasized that large dune bedforms 

were present weU above the channel thalweg at least during initial channel 

occupation. In many instances, large ttoughs contain abundant granule-

size caUche peUets, sandstone clasts, and sUtstone clasts. Mudrock pebbles 

up to 15 cm in diameter also may be found at the toesets of basal large 

ttough sets. In addition, ttough foreset dips typicaUy are oriented 

partiaUy up the slope of the convex bank (Fig. 2.3) which indicates oblique 

dune migration (discussed earUer). 
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Lower Point Bar Facies 

Above die large ttoughs in die channel base is die lower point bar 

facies which is mainly comprised of gentiy-dipping, paraUel-laminated 

fine sand filling broad, shaUow scours. This facies normaUy constittites 60 

to 70 percent of die total sand body. Intercalated widi abundant 

subparaUel laminae are occasional sets of slightly coarser grained large 

ttx)ugh sets which commonly grade up the accretion surface slope into 

planar strata (Fig. 2.3). Also found in lower point bar facies of second 

order sand bodies are clay-rich drapes which thicken down the accretion 

surface untU pinching out at near 0 degreee dip (Fig. 2.3). The clay-rich 

drapes are very thinly laminated and contain a mixture of 45 to 70 percent 

clay and 30 to 55 percent very fine sand and sUt. Commonly, at the 

lowermost extensions of drapes, a ttansition from very thinly laminated 

sediment to a mixmre of pebble size clay gaUs (~ 80%) mixed with 

sUtstone granules (~ 20%) is observed. The preservation of these clay-

rich drapes suggests rapid channel-bed aggradation with only mUd channel 

incision during flood events. 

Upper Point Bar Facies 

The upper point bar facies exhibits an intercalation of planar 

sttatified sets, which show less scouring and a finer grain size than diose of 

lower point bar facies, widi smaU large sets of ttough (-- 20 cm height) 

cross sttata. Ripple cross laminae and root traces mantie die tops of diese 

sets. The upper point bar facies is truncated at Ray FaUs (Fig. 2.3). Two 

incision events at Ray FaUs sttipped away most of die upper point bar 

facies. The second incision event was of greater magnittide dian die first 
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as it ttimcates tiie underiying scour surface and extends die fuU outcrop 

widdi. A diick bed of large, drab-colored clay gaUs and caUche peUets 

accounts for die buUc of die incision-fiU sediment. The large volume of 

inttrabasinal detrims brought into diis second order channel during the 

incision event likely came from sediment-charged low order stteams 

during a local flood event. It appears that channel avulsion occurred 

shortiy after the second incision-fiU event because very fine grained 

channel-fiU sediments overlie scour-fiU mudrock and caUche pebble 

conglomerate. 

Channel-Fill Facies 

The channel-fiU facies seen at the Ray FaUs locaUty (Fig. 2.3) is 

distinguished by its horizontal laminae in the absence of broad scours, high 

mud content, and paucity of ttough cross stratification. An estimated 95 

percent of the channel-fiU facies is comprised of planar stratification 

which is suspected to have been deposited primarily through suspension 

settling. Supporting evidence for this conclusion includes the foUowing: 

(1) very fine sand grain size is too smaU for lower plane bed deposits 

(Figs. 2.20 and 2.21); (2) abundance of clay and silt contained in diis facies 

(up to 40%) would not be preserved or deposited if upper plane bed 

conditions prevailed; (3) parting and current lineations typical of upper 

flow regime planar stratification are absent; and (4) smaU ttough sets 

scattered through die channel-fiU facies contain much less clay and sik 

(under 10%) witii a moderately coarser grain size (0.15 mm average) dian 

do die planar stt-ata,which suggest higher current velocities were present 

during trough set formation. Figure 2.22 is an inset taken from die smaU 
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Fig. 2.22. Detailed inset (note scale) taken from the 
channel-fill facies portion of the Ray Falls outcrop 
drawing (Fig. 2.3). 
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box outiined in die channel-fiU facies portion of die Ray FaUs outcrop 

drawing (Fig. 2.3). From die inset aU die different sedimentary stmcttires 

and general grain size ttends observed in die channel-fiU facies are 

depicted. Interval "a" in die drawing includes diin planar laminae (1 to 3 

mm in thickness) defined by sheets of concentrated biotite and muscovite 

platelets. These dark sheets extend lateraUy up to 1 m widi most 

terminating in about 20 cm. Many of die mica platelets reach 1 mm in 

diameter. Interval b contains smaU ttoughs, while interval c shows 

laminae (3 to 10 mm thickness) distinguished by differences in mud/sand 

ratio. The dark laminae have a relatively high mud/sand ratio. CUmbing 

ripple cross laminae in interval d are encompassed by thin laminae of very 

fine to fine sand (-0.12 mm grain diameter) analagous to those found in 

interval a. The climbing ripple cross laminae indicate high sedimentation 

rates (AUen, 1984) as the channel was fiUed with sediment foUowing 

abandonment. During the fiUing process a much reduced discharge 

existed in the old channel as most of the water became diverted into a 

newly incised channel (Fisk, 1944). SimUar channel-fiU deposits are 

described by Smith (1987) from a highly sinuous channel sandstone of 

Permian age. The channel-fiU facies is a relatively uncommon feature of 

Dockum fluvial sand bodies. Channel-fiU facies also may be represented 

in die diird channel occupation at route 669 roadcut (Fig. 2.2); however, it 

is difficuk to be certain because of deep weathering and absence of 

exposed underlying facies. 

A composite model for second order channel sandstones is 

presented in figure 2.23, which shows die general character of diese sand 
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Fig. 2.23. Second order fluvial sandstone vertical 
facies model. 
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bodies as discussed above. Compared to die first order sand body model 

(Fig. 2.19), diere is an increased proportion of lower point bar facies and 

a reduction in dialweg facies. The large ttough cross stt-ata of die dialweg 

facies are coarser grained dian die superjacent gentle scour-fiU paraUel 

laminae of die lower point bar facies, which suggests die larger mean 

grain diameter size may have influenced channel bedform response. 

Hydrodynamic interpretations discussed for the genesis of various 

stratification types seen in the upper and lower point bar facies of first 

order channel sandstones also are appUcable to second order fluvial facies 

model. Also, the channel-fiU facies is not included in the composite 

models because of its uncommon occurrence in Dockum high order fluvial 

sandstones. 

Third Order Channel Sandstones 

Third order channel sandstones are rarely observed and comprise 

less than 5 percent of the Dockum sandstones. However, their unique 

assemblage of sedimentary stmctures, channel morphologies, and texmres 

are markedly different from those of other sand bodies. Individual third 

order channel sands average 4 m in thickness and 40 m to 50 m in cross-

channel section widdi. Third order sand bodies are most commonly 

exposed as single channels enveloped in mudrock. Exposures at "Brazos 

River Knob" show die typical steep-sloped cut bank and shaUowly incUned 

convex channel bank margins of a diird order channel sandstone (Fig. 

2.24). Lateral accretion bedding is not observed in diird order channel 

sands even diough die asymmettical cross-channel profile typical of 

meander bends is cleariy seen. Because lateral accretion sttiicttires are not 
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Fig. 2.24. This third order sand body exposed at the Brazos 
River Knob locality exhibits a steeply inclined cut-bank 
margin (at right) with a low channel w/d ratio (~11). 
Stadia rod is 1.75 m in height. 
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found, paleochannel dimensions are evaluated by direct measurement of 

incised, single-channel occupation margins in conjunction widi die 

diickness of die inclusive fluviatile fining-upward cycle (see Leeder, 1973). 

Figure 2.25 demonstt-ates die application of diis mediod to die Brazos River 

Knob diird order channel sand. Dovm-channel direction is estimated by 

large ttough axes to have been nearly perpendicular to, and out of, die 

outcrop face shown in figures 2.24 and 2.25 (~ NHS^E). Therefore, 

channel dimension parameters measured from the abandoned channel do 

not have to be adjusted as with outcrop sections oriented oblique to mean 

paleoflow. 

Third order Channel Sand Facies 

The association of fine grain size, high clay and silt content, and 

predominance of horizontal stratification capped by current ripple cross 

laminae distinguish this fluvial sand body type from all odiers in the 

Dockum Formation. To facilitate the depiction of sedimentary stmctures, a 

change in scale for the composite lithofacies model drawings begins at this 

stteam order and is used in the succeeding low order facies models. The 

relative thicknesses of the five Dockum chaimel sandstone models are 

shown in figure 2.26. A vertical section facies model for third order sand 

bodies is presented in figure 2.27, widi the entire section allocated to the 

"diird order channel sand facies." The lower 30 to 40 cm of die channel 

sand body is comprised of typical Dockum scour lag sediments, which 

include abundant red and green mudrock pebbles mixed with calcite-

cemented siltstone and caliche granules in a matrix of clay, silt, and sand. 

Overlying die lag sediments is a planar sttatified sequence diat extends 
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Fig. 2.25. Field method of determining die paleochannel dimensions 
from the Brazos River Knob third order channel sand. 
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Fig. 2.27. Third order sand body composite 
vertical facies model. 
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upwards dirough die entire sand body. The planar strata are composed of 

very fine to fine sand, which is considerably smaller in mean grain diameter 

dian found in all but die upper point bar facies of high order channel 

sandstones. Mantiing die horizontal stt-ata diroughout the sequence is 

current ripple cross lamination, which in ttim generally is capped by 

laminae of clay and siU. Dispersed amongst the planar sets of fine sand are 

sets of broad ttoughs which average about 20 cm in thickness. These 

broad ttoughs have foreset dips of only 10 to 15 degrees. Trough set 

intercalations are slightiy coarser grained than planar strata and usuaUy lack 

clay and silt At the top of the sequence, current ripple lamination in sik 

and/or very fine sand is the dominant stmcture. 

Hydrodynamic Interpretation 

Hydrodynamic interpretation of third order sand body sedimentary 

stmctures is facilitated by a profusion of parting and current Uneations 

clearly visible on the bottomsets and topsets of the planar stratified sands. 

These lineations indicate upper plane bed conditions existed during 

deposition. The high velocity currents responsible for upper flow regime 

plane bed depostion were succeeded by a drop in discharge which reduced 

stteam power, resulting in the formation of current ripples followed by 

suspension settling of suspended load silt and clay. Interspersed broad 

ttoughs lUcely signify larger flood events when higher amounts of sand 

were brought into the chaimel, which allowed for die development of 

moderately sized dunes in well sorted sand. Gentie dips of the broad 

ttough foresets suggest stteam power was such diat bedform stabilities 
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were intermediate between dunes and upper plane beds for fine sand in bed 

load. 

Fourth Order Channel Sandstones 

Fourth order fluvial sand bodies are distinguished from higher 

order sand bodies by their coarse textured detritus, bimodal sorting, 

exclusively intrabasinal sediment composition, absence of accretion 

bedding, high mud content, size, and channel geometries. Single channel 

occupation margins are rarely found; instead, the fourth order sandstones 

are nearly always observed in multi-story tabular deposits ranging from 2 

to 5 m in thickness, which crop out lateraUy over distances often exceeding 

1 km. For example, an extensive fourth order sandstone deposit caps the 

mesa which encompasses the BuU Creek locality (Fig. 2.7). In the few 

outcrops where individual channel bank margins may be observed, the 

channel waUs vary from moderately to steeply inclined, while the channel 

bases were broad and irregular. The photo in figure 2.28 iUustrates a 

shaUow dipping'fourth order channel sand body margin and 

accompanying "sheetflood" deposk (discussed later in chapter). Cross-

channel width-to-depth (w/d) ratios average about 25, which is much 

higher than in first, second, and third order channels (discussed in 

paleohydrology chapter). Complete single-story fourth order channel 

deposits always show a fining-upward trend, with thicknesses measured 

from 1.5 to 4.0 m. Lateral accretion stmcttires are not found in diese 

sandstones; consequently, channel depdi is equated widi die diickness of 

die fining-upward sequence recorded from outcrops which display at least 

one bank of die channel margin (single-channel occupation site). Hence, 
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Fig. 2.28. Fourth order channel sand with associated 
sheetflood sand facies extending away from die channel 
confines (to die left), Middle Creek Draw locality. 
Stadia rod (center of photo) measures 1.75 m. 
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channel depdis ranged from 1.5 to 4.0 m, while channel dips are 

approximated at 40 to 100 m (using w/d = 25). 

Fourth Order Channel Sand Facies 

The composite facies model presented in figure 2.29 iUusttates die 

textural trends and sedimentary stmcmre sequence typicaUy seen in a 

single-story fourth order channel sand deposit. The composite facies 

model is divided into 2 subfacies, namely, a lower coarse subfacies and an 

upper fine subfacies. The lower coarse subfacies is typicaUy composed of 

50 percent gravel, 25 percent mud and silt, 20 percent very fine/fine 

grained sand, and 5 percent ihizoUths plus unionid sheU fragments. The 

gravel detritus ranges from granule to pebble size and is made up of 

calcium carbonate peUets and rounded clasts consisting of calcite cemented 

coarse sUt to fine sand. It is likely diat these clasts were derived from the 

reworking of previously consoUdated Dockum channel sands and 

proximal channel facies. Also, mud and sUt in the lower coarse subfacies 

is in die form of whole and disaggregated mudstone pebbles which usuaUy 

are of reddish brown or drab color. The reddish-brown mudstone pebbles 

had been scoured from the oxidized floodplain deposits in concert with 

soU-derived liiizoliths and caUche nodules/peUets. Reworked, very 

fine/fine grained sand interspersed in the lower subfacies becomes the 

predominant component (~ 80%) in the upper fine subfacies. Additional 

detritus in the fine subfacies includes disaggregated mudstone gaUs (--

17%), and scattered calcium carbonate granules (< 3%). 

The sequence of primary sedimentary stmcmres exhibited by 

fourth order channel sandstones includes many variations from the 
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Fig. 2.29. Composite facies model for Dockum fourth order sand bodies. 
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composite Udiofacies model (Fig. 2.29). For example, the single-story 

fourdi order fluvial sandstone described in measured section at a Miller 

Ranch locality (Fig. 2.16, section A, meter 12) displays a stmctureless 

lower coarse subfacies overlain by a comparatively thick upper fine 

subfacies, which is predominantiy planar stratified (typical) but also 

contains numerous smaU ttoughs at the subfacies top. Ordinarily, die 

lower coarse subfacies of a fourth order channel sand consists mainly of 

low angle ttough cross stratification and gentiy dipping planar 

stratification. In many cases, a set of large ttough cross sttata is weU 

developed near the top of this subfacies. The change in sedimentary 

stmcmres is usuaUy abmpt at the lower coarse/upper fine subfacies 

boundary, as the laminated planar sttata of the upper subfacies contrasts 

sttongly with the thinnly bedded cross sttata and planar strata in the coarse 

subfacies. Thin planar laminae of the upper fine subfacies are analagous to 

those which comprise the bulk of the third order channel sand facies; bodi 

display mud-rich laminae which serve to delineate the very fine/fine sand 

packets that possess weU-defmed parting and current lineations on exposed 

surfaces. Mud-rich laminae commonly are lateraUy continuous for a few 

meters. Scattered sets of smaU ttoughs and abundant ripple cross laminae 

normaUy are exposed near the top of the upper fine subfacies. Each 

occupation of the two-story fourth order sandstone recorded in the BuU 

Creek measured section (Fig. 2.30) conforms closely to the composite 

lithofacies model. 
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Fifdi Order Channel Sandstones 

Dockum fifdi order channel sandstones display a remarkable 

association of channel shape, steep channel slopes, abundance of 

articulated unionid shells, sedimentary sttucttires, intrabasinal caliche and 

rhizoUdis. Because these lowest order channels are comprised mainly of 

gravel-size dettittis, diey are often referrred to as "channel gravels" in die 

remainder of this chapter. Fifth order fluvial gravels form a continuous 

spectrum widi fourth order sand bodies, widi the smaUest fifdi order 

channels forming one end member and the largest fourth order channels 

representing die other. The BuU Creek outcrop drawing (Fig. 2.31) 

iUustrates several fifth order gravels exposed on the face of a smaU butte 

capped by a dissected and top-eroded fourth order channel sand. One 

complete fifth order fluvial gravel in the center of the outcrop provides an 

excellent example of cross-channel geometry and dimensions. The profile 

is asymmetrical, width equals 26 m and maximum thickness is 90 cm. 

Because no evidence of truncation or chaimel amalgamation was found, it 

is estimated that maximum paleochannel depth was also 90 cm. Using the 

gravel channel width and depdi measurement, a w/d ratio of 

approximately 30 is calculated. This value agrees weU with numerous 

other fifth order channels measured in exposures thought to be nearly 

normal to paleochannel flow direction. Maximum cross-channel 

thicknesses and widdis for fifth order fluvial sands range from 0.5 m to 

1.5 m and 15 m to 50 m, respectively. The photograph shown in figure 

2.32 demonstrates the remarkably steep dips of channel margins exhibited 

by fifth order channels. The lower, thicker channel gravel body has an 
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Fig. 2.32. Steeply dipping fifth order channel gravels at 
the Bull Creek locality (note 1.75 m stadia rod for scale). 
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apparent dip of 5 degrees to die left, while die upper channel gravel (note 

stadia rod) dips 12 degrees to die right and toward die foreground. The 

opposing channel slope directions are good evidence for mukiple cycles of 

incision and aggradation (discussed further in deposional model chapter). 

The channel gravels seen in die photo are planar sttatified in thin beds 

which dip in accordance to the channel slope. 

Fifdi Order Channel Sandstone Facies 

A composite Uthofacies model is presented for these smaUest fluvial 

"sand" bodies of the Dockum Formation in figure 2.33. As widi fourdi 

order channel sandstones there is a considerable variance in sedimentary 

stmcture pattems from one sand body to another; however, the 

composition and texture of the fifth order fluvial gravels is very 

consistent. The BuU Creek Butte drawing (Fig. 2.31) iUustrates two types 

of stratification seen in the fifth order gravels. The first type consists 

entirely of sets of low angle cross strata which show maximum foreset dips 

averaging 15 degrees and set thicknesses which range from 20 to 60 cm. 

The second type consists solely of planar thin beds which conform to the 

channel base slope and shape. A third kind consists of a combination of 

planar and trough cross-bedded stmctures. This type is presented in die 

fifth order sandstone facies model. 

Fifth order channels are composed of detritus lithologically 

identical to that found in the lower coarse subfacies of fourth order 

sandstones; however, gravel textures are coarser, and the rhizoliths and 

unionid sheUs commonly are unbroken in fifth order sands. Fifth order 

channel gravels do not contain a fine upper member. In the transition 
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Fig. 2.33. Composite facies model for Dockum fifdi order sand bodies. 
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from fourth to fifdi order channel sands, die fine subfacies diminshes, 

whUe die coarse subfacies remains nearly constant in size. Sorting is 

bimodal in fifth order gravels as predominantiy fine-pebble size caliche 

peUets, mudrock pebbles, and rounded sandstone clasts are commonly 

supported by a matrix of clay, sUt, and very fine/fine sand. In many 

instances articulated unionid sheUs are concentrated in fifth order channel 

gravels, and they may comprise more than 20 percent of the detritus. As 

shown by Simpson (1895), several species of unionid bivalves are 

indicated by various sheU sizes, shapes, and composite sheU thicknesses 

(see e.g.. Fig. 2.34). Because the thick-sheUed unionid clams are rarely 

found among floodplain mudrocks and are found fragmented into 

progressively smaUer pieces in stream chaimel sands of higher order, it is 

concluded that they thrived in the fifth order stream channels and the 

smaUer fourth order streams. 

Low Order Channel Paleohvdrologv 

Because fourth and fifth order channel sandstones do not fit the 

sedimentological criteria for freely meandering fluvial sand deposits of 

high sinuousity (P > 1.65), channel morphology, sediment ttansport 

mode, and flow regimen applicable to these low order stteam channels 

wiU be discussed at this point. Empirical relations among sediment and 

hydrauUc characteristics developed from modem stteam studies for high 

sinuousity aUuvial channels are applied to first, second, and diird order 

channel sands in die paleohydrology chapter. The w/d ratio of 25 for 

fourdi order streams suggests that diey were mixed-load channels 

(Schumm, 1968), which is supported by die high concentt-ation of gravel-
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Fig. 2.34. Two species of unionid bivalves collected from 
Dockum fifth order channel gravels. The upper pair of clam 
shells are much larger and comparatively diinner than the 
lower set. 
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size sediment encorporated in die lower coarse subfacies (bed load) and 

die abundance of silt and clay intersttatified in die upper fine subfacies 

(suspended load). Sediment up to very fine sand size was suspended in 

diese streams during flood stage, as is indicated by sheetflood sands which 

are derived from fourth order channels (discussed below). Parting and 

current lineations found in upper fine subfacies testify that upper flow 

regime conditions prevailed. The fairly high w/d ratio, absence of lateral 

accretion stmctures, and abundant gravel sttongly suggests that fourth 

order streams were of low sinuousity (P < 1.5). 

Fifth order Dockum channel gravels have die highest w/d ratio of 

aU Dockum channel orders (- 30); however, it is somewhat lower than 

expected for bed-load channels (Schumm, 1968). This descrepency may 

be related to their extteme channel slopes and unstable character. Such 

steep channel gradients promote channel-bed scour (Schumm, 1977) 

which effectively reduces the w/d ratio. Fifth order stteams probably 

drained and eventuaUy dissected an elevated aUuvial plain "plateau," 

which became raised in relation to a younger, stable aUuvial plain 

foUowing a period of trunk stream incision. Tmnk stream incision was 

brought about by one or more of several conttoUing factors (discussed in 

depositional model chapter). Lastly, current velocities in fifth order 

gravel stteams were sufficient to produce migrating dunes amongst 

pebble-size detritus. The thick-sheUed unionid clams were apparently 

weU suited to these abrasive conditions. 
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Proximal Overbank Facies 

Levee Facies 

Levee deposits in the Dockum Formation are rare; however, when 

found they always are associated with first or second order channel 

sandstones. Beneath the second order channel sand at Ray FaUs (Fig. 2.3), 

a predominantiy planar stratified levee sequence is observed to dip at 2 to 

3 degrees to the north. The Ray FaUs levee facies likely developed on the 

flank of a high order stream channel which precedes and underUes the 

single channel occupation deposit which crops out above it. At die 0 m 

mark approximately 10 percent clay is mixed with medium to coarse sUt. 

The clay content diminishes to nearly 0 percent at the 34 m maik along 

with a grain size increase to coarse sUt. In addition, the suspension-settied, 

planar-stratified sUt in the distal levee deposits (~ 0 m mark) grades 

lateraUy into entirely trough cross-stratified silt in the proximal levee 

sediments (-- 34 m maik). In the 0 to 15 m interval, occasional ttough 

foreset bedding is observed to dip in accordance with the dip direction of 

the planar stratified sediments. The photo shown in figure 2.35 iUustrates 

one of these trough sets. Because these ttough cross strata reach 20 cm in 

thickness, it is probable that water depth was at least 1 m on the distal levee 

area during die time of dieir deposition (AUen, 1984). SmaU burrow 

stmctures are found scattered throughout the levee facies. 

Proximal and Distal Sheetflood Facies 

Closely associated with fourdi order channel sandstones are 

proximal and distal sheetflood facies. Figure 2.28 depicts a fourdi order 
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Fig. 2.35. Levee facies trough cross strata and planar laminae 
in coarse silt. Ruler measures 30 cm in length. 
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channel widi associated proximal sheetflood facies grading laterally into 

distal sheetflood facies. The proximal sheetflood facies begin at die point 

where die elongate sand wedge extends away from die channel confines. 

At its diickest part closest to die channel it ranges from 10 to 40 cm in 

diickness; however, generally widiin 40 to 50 m die sheetflood sand has 

thinned to only a few centimeters. As thinly laminated sand sheets only a 

few centimeters or less in thickness, they may extend for an additional 150 

m; these thin (2 cm or less) sand sheets comprise the distal sheetflood 

facies. Sheetflood sands are very fine grained and well sorted. Typically, 

they do not show an upward-fining ttend, but a decrease in grain size is 

common from proximal to distal sheetflood facies. As mentioned earlier, 

the fourth order sand bodies carried very fine sand in dieir suspended load. 

This load was sttewn out onto interfluves during intrabasinal flood events, 

thereby creating the sheetflood facies. 

Stratification within the proximal sheetflood facies may be planar, 

ttough, or a combination of the two. In areas where numerous fourth order 

sand channels are found (Fig. 2.7, location 12), sheetflood facies may 

constitute 30 percent of a section. The photo in figure 2.36 illustrates a 5 m 

section in which at least 6 proximal sheetflood sands are present. 

Intervening overbank sediment usually contains 70 percent, or more, silt. 

Sand sheets of the distal sheetflood facies are ubiquitous diroughout 

the Dockum overbank sediments and serve as indicators of die topography 

at the time of their deposition. In measured sections (e.g.. Figs. 2.16 and 

2.30), diin lines extending to about an 80 percent sand concentration and 

"dotted" as very fine sand size represent these sand sheets. In the Bull 
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Fig. 2.36. A minimum of 6 proximal sheetflood sands in 5 m 
of section are discemible in this photo, Middle Creek Draw 
locality. Rock hammer to the right of largest bush serves as 
scale indicator. 
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Creek Butte drawing (Fig. 2.31), distal sheetflood sands denote changes in 

topography brought about by cycles of incision and aggradation. 

The high dip angle of some distal sheetflood sands has been cited as 

evidence for deltaic sedimentation in the Dockum. The "delta foresets" 

pictured and described by McGowen (1978) are shown in figure 2.37 

(location: Fig. 2.7, between sites 4 and 5). These "delta foresets" are 

interpreted herein as distal sheetflood sands. In fact, the distal sheetflood 

sands in the lower part of die photo are directiy traceable to a fourdi order 

chaimel sandstone. Also, paleocurrent flow direction recorded by 

numerous parting lineations exposed on the distal sheetflood sands were 

compared with ttough set current data obtained from the fourth order 

channel. It was found that the ttough foreset data indicates a N250W 

transport direction (n = 6), while the lower interval sheetflood sand sheets 

indicate a N750W transport direction (n = 7). This dispersion in current 

direction is expected as die unconfined overbank flow diverged from the 

fourdi order channel confines. In the upper interval the distal sheetflood 

sands change in dip such diat they nearly parallel the transport direction 

measured for the fourdi order channel (N250W). Hence, it seems probable 

that following avulsion or piracy of the fourth order chaimel local 

floodplain depositional dip paralleled die transport direction of die 

antecedent fourth order stteam. 

Splay Facies 

Splay deposits are produced by a break or crevasse opened in a river 

levee during stteam bankfuU or flood stage conditions. Because levee 

deposits are only associated with high order channel sands in the Dockum, 
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Fig. 2.37. Numerous distal sheetflood sands in mudstone seen 
to dip 40 to 6° to the northwest. A 50<̂  shift in transport 
direction is observed across the lower/upper interval boundary 
(described in text). Stadia rod in photo center measures 
1.75 m. Location: between sites 4 and 5 of figure 2.7. 
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it is lUcely diat from diese fluvial channels die splay deposits originated. 

Aldiough splays and levees were likely an integral part of die high order 

Dockum fluvial systems, dieir record has been largely obliterated by lateral 

migration of Dockum meander belts, which created blanket sand deposits 

typical of high order sandstones. Figure 2.38 depicts a diick splay deposit 

(up to 1.3 m) which is Ukely derived from a third channel sand occupation 

at route 669 roadcut (Fig. 2.2). This outcrop drawing was made on the 

opposite side of the road to figure 2.2, and the sandstone underlying the 

splay deposit represents eroded sands of the second chaimel occupation. 

The splay sandstone is mostly enveloped in mudstone, with die exception 

of a thin bed of dark yellow, carbonaceous, very fine grained sand 

subjacent to a thicker portion of the splay. Also, this underlying thin bed 

displays weU-preserved, horizontal thin laminae. The preservation of 

carbonaceous organic matter in conjunction with horizontal, thin-laminae 

stratification suggests the existence of a small pond near to the first order 

Dockum stteam channel. 

The splay unit consists of a single set of large, sigmoidally shaped 

ttough cross strata which are measured to have maximum foreset dips of 

only 18 degrees. The splay is uniformly fine grained. Similar "thick 

splay" facies were described by Johansen (1983) in Cretaceous fluvial 

sediments. It appears that the dunes which created this splay deposit 

underwent at least 2 pulses of migration. The abmpt reduction in set 

thickness by nearly one-half at the 18 m mark suggests that the dune 

bedform there became inactive as clay and silt sediment accumulated in its 

lee. At die time of bedform reactivation, accumulation of mud in a 
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proximal floodplain pond had elevated die pond floor to at least die level 

indicated by the toesets of die thinned trough set. The geometry of the 

splay pinch out and increased obliquity of the foreset strata to the outcrop 

section likely indicate a change in current flow direction to a more normal 

orientation to the exposure in conjunction with some scouring of die pond 

base sediments. Water depth on the near-channel floodplain must have 

exceeded 1.3 m to accomodate the development of splay deposit dunes 

measuring up to 1.3 m in height (Allen, 1984). 



CHAPTER III 

PETROGRAPHY OF DOCKUM SANDSTONES 

Sampling Mediod 

Samples of Dockum fluvial and proximal overbank sandstones were 

collected from fresh exposures for pettographic study. Because several 

sand body types are present in outcrop, a coUection scheme was devised to 

gather sandstone specimens (at selected locaUties in the study region [Figs. 

3.1 and 2.7]) from aU the chaimel sandstone types (later classified into the 

orders described in previous chapter). Hence, sands comprising die 

various sand body orders may be compared. A total of 38 sandstone 

samples were chosen for thin sectioning. 

Classification of Dockum Sandstones 

The relative amounts of the framework grain types comprising 

Dockum sand samples were obtained dirough standard point counting 

procedure. A minimum of 100 point counts were made per slide. Samples 

are classified according to the Folk classification scheme (1968), widi one 

modification made to his method of essential grain constituent assignment. 

Instead of aUocating the whole of "metaquartzite" grains to die Q (quartz)-

pole as Folk (1968) suggests, many are here considered metamorphic rock 

fragments and thus allotted to the R (rock fragment)-pole. This method 

emphasizes the presumed derivation of this grain type from metamorphic 

terrains. 
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symbi i l sampled sanil body ordcr($) and'or facies 
O first and second nrdcr sands 
O third or<lcr sands 
cl f n u n h order sand fine subr,icies 
9 sl iecinnod f jc ics 
9 f n u n h order sand coante subfacies 
•f fifth order channel { rave ls 

sample localities (see Pig. 2 .7 ) 
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1 
3.12 

12. between 4 and 5 
3 .12 

3 

(note: four data points omitted from phxilarenite cluster) 

SRF Ss.Sh 

VRF RF-triangle MRF CRF SRF-triangle 

Fig. 3.1. Triangular classification plots of selected Dockum sandstones. 
(Sandstone classification scheme from Folk, 1968). 
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Using die criteria given by FoUc (1968) for identifying 

metamorphic quartz grains, metaquartzite grains meeting diose 

requirements (listed and described below) were assigned to die R-pole: 

(1) quartz grains are polycrystalline to die degree diat at least 10 

subcrystals can be distinguished in a medium sand size grain, (2) quartz 

subcrystals display significant variation in c-axis orientation, (3) 

subcrystal boundaries show a crenulate pattern, (4) subcrystals exhibit 

preferential direction elongation, and (5) polycrystalUne quartz grains 

contain inclusions of metamorphic microUtes. The 4th and 5th criteria 

were not considered essential in distinguishing polycrystalline quartz as 

metamorphic quartz assigned to the R-pole because quartzites of 

metamorphic fold belts are often nonfoliated in places and commonly 

contain sections of massive quartzites, predominantiy free of accessory 

minerals (Best, 1982). However, the first three criteria were requisite for 

the R-pole assignment. Polycrystalline quartz grains not meeting the 

above critera were delegated to the Q-pole. In many cases, polycrystaUine 

quartz and mica (usuaUy muscovite) are joined in quartz-mica schist 

fragments (Fig. 3.2). It also is common to find micro-thin foUa of mica 

within the metamorphic quartz grains which suggest a quartz schist parent 

rock (Best, 1982). Variations in polycrystalline quartz grain fabrics were 

found to be independent of the proportion of intragrain mica. Because of 

this fabric independence and the abundance of both schist and 

metamorphic quartz (containing less than 3 percent mica) present in the 

samples, it is inferred that these Dockum sands shared a similar 
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Fig. 3.2. Quartz-muscocite schist rock fragment 
in cross-polarized light. Note the crenulate sub-
crystalline quartz boundaries and preferential 
elongation of die subcrystals parallel to die mus
covite sheet folia. Scale bar measures 0.250 mm. 
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metamorphic rock terrain source. Hence, diese grains were grouped 

togedier under die R-pole as metamorphic rock fragments. 

Varying degrees of grain sericitization commonly are observed in 

diin section. In most cases die original grain type still could be identified. 

However, in the many instances when diis was not possible, highly 

serickized grains were not included in die essential contittient tabulation 

used in classifying the sand. 

Essential constittients were calculated to 100 percent for each of the 

slides and plotted on die QFR temiary diagram of Folk (1968) in figure 

3.1. Thin section data are plotted in symbols representative of the various 

sand body orders plus proximal sheetflood facies described in the previous 

chapter. Additional daughter ttiangles also were constmcted (Fig. 3.1) to 

further classify the samples because the plotted data fell into suitable main 

rock clans to accommodate this procedure (Folk, 1968). From figure 3.1 it 

is evident diat only fifth order chaimel gravels and coarse subfacies 

members of fourth order channel sands can clearly be distinguished as 

comprising one sand type set apart from the remainder of the sands, which 

fit into another classification group. The segregation in channel sand 

composition between that of low order fluvial gravels and high order 

channel sands already was evident from field inspection. Gravels of fourth 

and fifth order chaimel deposits contain in excess of 50 percent calcareous 

nodules/peUets (described in Dockum overbank sediments chapter) when 

considering sand size and coarser detritus. Because of this abundance of 

floodplain-derived calcium carbonate pellets, the low order chaimel gravels 

are plotted in die sedarenite field of die RF (rock fragment)-ttiangle; and 
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finally, die calclidiite domain of die SRF (sedimentary rock fragment)-

triangle. 

By contrast, sands derived from first, second, and diird order fluvial 

deposits, and fine subfacies member and associated sheetflood deposits of 

fourth order chaimel facies usually contain less than 2 percent calcite pellets 

(excluding the thalweg facies of high order channel sands), while 

possessing a great abundance of metamorphic rock fragments. 

Furthermore, the sum of monocrystaUine and polycrystalline quartz grains 

not meeting the criteria for metamorphic quartz (discussed above) totaled 72 

percent on average. As a result, sands derived from these facies fall into a 

relatively compact zone centered near the upper-right comer of the 

feldspathic litharenite field of the main QFR-triangle (Fig. 3.1). Additional 

classification of these sands into the RF-triangle results in a plot of symbols 

along the right boundary of the phyUarenite sector (Fig. 3.1). Differences 

in position along this right boundary are caused by variance in the relative 

amounts of chert and sedimentary rock fragments to metamorphic schists 

and quartzites. The sample proportion of mica-quartz schists plus 

metamorphic quartz rock fragments (as defined earlier) ranged from 8 to 30 

percent (average = 16%) in the phyUarenite sands; whereas, chert 

abundance ranged from 0 to 8 percent (average = 3%). Volcanic rock 

fragments are absent and fragments of granite and gneiss are rare (< 1 

percent) in the samples. 

In addition, plagioclase grains outnumbered K-feldspars by nearly 2 

to 1 in the samples. Albite, carlsbad, and microcline twinning often exhibit 

much clarity and definition in the feldspars of high order channel sands. 
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However, in die fourdi and fiftii order fluvial sands, feldspar and quartz 

grains often show ferran coatings and pigmenting brought about dirough 

the weadiering of unstable ferromagnesium minerals such as biotite and 

chlorite (Walker, 1967). Muscovite and biotite are common in all die 

samples, but are especiaUy abundant in the upper point bar facies of high 

order channel sands where mica flakes often reach 10 to 15 percent. 

Moreover, individual chlorite flakes commonly occur in Dockum sands 

classified as phyUarenites (Fig. 3.3). 

There is no clear means of distinguishing between the host of 

Dockum fluvial sandstones by grain constituent proportions because they 

aU faU into the phyUarenite sector of die RF-triangle (Fig.3.1). However, 

a distinct trend of decreasing grain size down from first order sands was 

quantified in the petrographic study (this trend was earlier observed in the 

field). Mean particle sieve size was calculated by measuring apparent long 

grain axes in thin section and dien applying the regression equation of 

Friedman (1958) for determining sieve grain size from thin section long 

axis measurements. Samples used in the grain size analysis were coUected 

from (1) weU sorted portions of the high order channel sands where the 

coarsest grain sizes were found (i.e., lower point bar facies), (2) planar 

stratified sands of the third order sand bodies and (3) fourth order channel 

sand fine subfacies. Particle sieve size equivalent values determined 

petrographicaUy for these samples include averages of 0.30 mm for first 

order channel sands, 0.23 mm for second order sands, 0.13 mm for third 

order planar stratified sands, and 0.16 mm average diameter in the fourdi 

order channel sand fine subfacies (excluding from calculation the granule 
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Fig. 3.3. Rounded chlorite grain shows character
istic bright-bluish interference colors in cross-
polarized light. Also, sparry calcite displays a 
poikolotopic cementing pattem about quartz and 
chert grains in upper portion of photomicrograph. 
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peUets often scattered diroughout diis subfacies). In addition, sieve 

equivalent grain size for fourth order stream proximal sheetflood sands 

was determined to be only sUghtiy finer dian upper fine subfacies sands at 

0.15 mm. The trend of reduced sand size commensurate with sand body 

order amongst tiie phyUarenite classification group (Fig. 3.1) is Ukely not 

the result of reduced stteam powers in the lesser stteam orders, but 

rather, a consequence of particle disintegration from river ttansport and 

weathering during floodplain storage associated with the Dockum fluvial 

depositional model (presented in later chapter). 

Cements 

Calcite spar cement forms the binding constitiuent in over 99 

percent of Dockum sandstones. Cementation by calcite has reduced 

original porosities to nearly zero in the weU sorted phyUarenite sands of 

Dockum high order channel sandstones. Single crystals of calcite often 

encompass several sand grains (poikolotopic cementing pattem), as seen in 

figures 3.3 and 3.4. Occlusion of primary intergranular pore space Ukely 

proceeded soon after deposition of the high order channel sands to 

preserve the loose packing and clarity of unstable feldspars and micas 

(Fig. 3.4). The poikolotopic pattem of calcite cement suggests low-Mg 

calcite precipitated from groundwater in a meteoric environment. 

Ferric-oxide cement (hematite and goethite) is locaUy abundant in 

zones of intense burrowing activity. In diin section the cement shows no 

crystalline form and totaUy fiUs intergranular pore space. Secretions 

from the burrowing organisms appear to have promoted the formation of 
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Fig. 3.4. Sparry calcite has entirely occluded pri
mary intergranular pore space in this photomicro
graph (crossed polars). Grain types include mus
covite (bright second order colors), plagioclase 
(show right angle cleavage traces and albite twin
ning), metamorphic quartz, and plain quartz. 
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diis cement (Ekdale and others, 1984). In addition, iron-oxide concretions 

measuring several tens of centimeters are common in Dockum sands. 

Authigenic kaolinite or dickite cement, displaying "booklet" growdi 

form, is occasionally observed in Dockum sand thin sections. This cement 

occurs principally as a primary void fiUing and generally is associated widi 

feldspar grains showing some dissolution (Fig. 3.5). Early kaolinization of 

fluvial sandstones is common because of their normally intimate association 

with meteoric water, which acts as the catalyst for feldspar decompostion 

resulting in the formation of authigenic kaolinite (Hurst and Irwin, 1982). 
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Fig. 3.5. Primary pore-filling kaolinite-dickite 
cement exhibits "booklet" growth morphology 
in center of photomicrograph (crossed polars). 
Albite-twinned plagioclase grain at base of photo 
shows some dissolution along its boundary. 
Chert grain lies above the kaolinite-dickite cement. 



CHAPTER IV 

DOCKUM PALEOCURRENT ANALYSIS 

Data Collection and Processing 

Paleocurrent ttends in this study are based almost entirely on 

azimuths determined from axes of large ttough (LT) cross strata (heights 

exceed 20 cm). A minor proportion of small ttough (ST) sets and a few 

parting/current lineations (P/CL) also were encorporated into die directional 

data in some cases. Paleocurrent data were preferentially gathered from the 

larger ttough sets exposed at any particular coUection site because 

directional variance is known to decrease with increased size of the current 

indicator (Allen, 1967; Miall, 1974). Furthermore, in most cases the ttough 

sets were wholly or partially exhumed so that axes of three-dimensional 

ttough sets were discemible, thereby nearly eliminating the first source of 

paleocurrent variance discussed by AUen (1967). Exhumed ttough set 

surfaces used in azimuth determinations varied from nearly straight 

(analagous to straight-crested dunes or "sand waves") to sharply curved 

(analagous to dunes dominated by grain-fall sedimentation [Allen, 1984]). 

Moreover, when two or more large ttough sets were found exhumed in 

close proximity to one another (widiin a few meters), the average of dieir 

trough axes was recorded as a single azimuth. Additionally, registries were 

made of the sand body order, location, and elevation at which each azimudi 

was determined. 
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The elevation of each sandstone body, used in paleoslope 

determinations, was recorded to investigate possible changes in regional 

slope across die study region during Dockum deposition. Elevation can be 

used widiin die sttidy region (Fig. 2.7) as a cmde chronostt-atigraphic 

measure because stmctural dip is observed to be negligible. 

Processing of the directional data involved grouping paleocurrent 

azimudis into current rose diagrams (see Potter and Pettijohn, 1963 for 

procedure). Calculations were made to determine azimuth of die resultant 

vector (x), magnittide of die resultant vector (R), and percent lengdi of die 

resultant vector (L). 

Dockum high order chaimel sandstones were chosen for detailed 

paleocurrent analysis with a primary aim of determining the regional 

paleoslope at the time of their deposition. Several of the high order channel 

sandstones were selected for paleocurrent study on the basis of their broad 

aerial outcrop extents. Be choosing the chaimel sands deposited by the 

largest rivers trending through the region during Late Triassic time 

(quantitative analysis presented in paleohydrology chapter) and through 

coUection of large quantities of paleocurrent data at locaUties distributed 

throughout each selected sand body outcrop area, paleocurrent ttends 

reflecting intrabasinal tributary stteam (analagous to third, fourth, and fifth 

order fluvial sands) down-channel axes are eliminated; and secondly, 

paleocurrent dispersion resulting from sinuous channel pattems and 

secondary flow deviations from the channel axis should be nearly balanced 

about the resultant vector azimudi (Miall, 1974 see also sources cited 

therein). 
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Macv Ranch Sandstone. Paleocurrent Casp. ShiHy 

The Macy Ranch Sandstone, owing to its vast outcrop range and 

obvious first order rank, became die focus of die most diorough single 

sand body paleocurrent investigation. Each of die 15 numbered locaUties 

in figure 2.6 represent sites where large ttough directional readings were 

gatiiered. Large tt-ough diickness approximately averaged 40 cm, widi 

some as large as 2.3 m. It is common to find die ttough foreset azimudi 

mean varying widely from one location to anodier (e.g., location 7: x = 

N980E [n = 8], location 9: x = N550 W [n =12], location 11: x = N410E [n 

=17], and location 12: x = N150W [n = 11]. In like manner, vector means 

computed from trough axes gathered on either side of a channel phase 

boundary at a single site commonly were found to differ markedly (case 

smdy example presented later in chapter). 

Compilation of the Macy Ranch Sandstone paleocurrent data into a 

current rose plot is shown in figure 4.1. The plot clearly shows the large 

variance in the Macy Ranch Sandstone ttough set azimudis; however, the 

sttong symmetry of the plot about the N2CE vector mean serves as 

exceUent support for the mean foreset dip azimuth corresponding very 

closely to regional paleoslope (MiaU, 1974). The large amount of 

directional variance recorded from the large ttoughs is the cause for a 

moderate resultant vector magnitude (L = 47%). 

Sources of variance of paleocurrent direction were eliminated in 2 

ways in the Macy Ranch Sandstone paleocurrent analysis. Firstiy, only 

large troughs were chosen with paleocurrent azimuths determined 

predominantly through exhumed foreset sttata (discussed earUer). 
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X = N20E 
R = 74 
L = 47% 
N = 158 (all LT) 0 

+ 
interval percent of n 20 

Fig. 4.1. Macy Ranch Sandstone current directional data pre
sented in rose diagram form. Class interval equals 30 degrees. 
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Secondly, die homogeneity of die blanket sandstone in terms of facies 

characteristics (described in chapter 2), sand composition, and scale of 

primary sedimentary stmctures lends credence to die interpretation that 

sand body was produced by deposition from a single trunk stream channel 

system which migrated lateraUy in broad meander belts across the region 

for an extended time period. On the basis of this induction, variance 

arising between independent channel systems can be excluded from 

sources of variance in the Macy Ranch Sandstone analysis. The principal 

sources of directional variance remaining include: (1) variation of 

meander belts within a single channel system, (2) variation between 

channel reaches in meander belts, and (3) variation between sand waves in 

channel reaches (aU variance sources from AUen, 1966 and 1967). The 

amount of each of these variances is directiy related to the channel system 

sinuousity (AUen, 1967). Hence, the broad divergence of foreset dip 

direction data about the residtant vector azimuth supports a sinuous river 

chaimel morphology (MiaU, 1974). 

An independent evidence supporting a northerly Dockum 

paleoslope during die time of Macy Ranch Sandstone deposkion is 

suggested by a trend of decreased elevation (using sea level as datum) of 

the sand body from south to north. The mid-sand elevation decreases by 

up to 60 ft from the southem outcrop area (Fig. 2.7, location 1) to die 

outcrop sites in the northem portion (e.g.. Fig. 2.7, locations 7,11, and 

12). However, die elevation decrease is only 20 to 30 ft from location 1 to 

location 10, which is equivalent to a slope of 4 to 5 ft per mile. The varied 

yet general sand body elevation decrease toward the north is likely 
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influenced by 2 factors: (1) depositional dip toward die north and (2) 

variance in sand body elevation produced by differences in times of 

deposition in die overaU phase of channel aggradation. Aside from die 

contribution of these 2 factors, the existence of some northward stmctural 

dip cannot be mled out. 

Additional Paleocurrent Smdies 

Combined Directional Data from Several High 
Order Sand Bodies 

As discussed in chapter 2, first and second order channel sands 

underlying the Macy Ranch Sandstone are not as lateraUy extensive 

primarily because Tertiary erosion has stripped away much of the 

Dockum sands in areas away from the caprock. Hence, individual sand 

body paleocurrent investigations were carried out on a comparatively 

reduced scale in the underlying channel sandstones. Because of the 

variabUity in resultant vectors commonly observed from one locality to 

another in the Macy Ranch Sandstone paleocurrent study, the procedure of 

combining the directional data coUected from 4 individual high order sand 

bodies beneath the Macy Ranch Sandstone was chosen. Each of these 

channel sands are Usted by name in figure 4.2 along with dieir order rank, 

elevation, and total number of paleocurrent azimuths recorded from each 

sandstone. The location of each channel sand is shown in figure 2.7, widi 

die exception of die Lower Macy Ranch Sandstone. This second order 

sand body crops out 30 to 35 m beneadi die Macy Ranch Sandstone in an 

area encompassing localities 3 and 9 of figure 2.6. 
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x = N9oW 
R = 42 
L = 50% 
N = 85 (LT = 74, ST = 8, P/CL = 3) interval percent of n 20 

Channel Sand Order 

Dalby Ranch Sandstone I 
Lower Macy Ranch Sandstone 2 

Miller Ranch Sandstone 2 
Route 669 Roadcut Sandstone 1 

Elevation 
(ft above sea level) 

2450 
2600 
2480 
2500 

Quantity of 
azimuths 

41 
24 
12 
8 

Fig. 4.2. Combined paleocurrent data from several first and se
cond order Dockum channel sandstones (listed below). Class in
terval equals 40 degrees. 
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The combined paleocurrent data coUected from 4 channel 

sandstones is shown in die current rose plot of figure 4.2. Large trough 

set azimudis comprise 87 percent of die directional data, with smaU trough 

sets and a few parting/current lineations comprising the remainder. Only 

one bearing in each of the parting/current lineations was recorded because 

these paleocurrent indicators were employed only when nearby trough 

sets could be used to infer the down-current azimuth of the lineations. 

The azimuth of the resultant vector (x) suggests a N9CW mean 

depositional dip bearing (Fig. 4.2). This bearing differs by only 1 lo W 

from the N2CE vector mean azimuth generated in the Macy Ranch 

Sandstone paleocurrent analysis. In addition, the moderate strength 

resultant vector magnitude (L = 50%) again suggests the bedforms and 

resulting stmctures were generated in a high sinuousity river system. 

The possibUity of a shift in regional paleosope across the smdy area 

from a northwest bearing in the lower Dockum sediments to slighty east of 

a due north bearing in the upper Dockum sandstones is suggested from die 

directional data coUected in the Dockum high order channel sand 

paleocurrent studies. The Macy Ranch Sandstone is the highest first order 

Dockum sand body in the study area at an average mid-sand elevation of 

2700 ft above sea level. In the combined paleocurrent analysis, average 

elevation at which azimuths were determined is approximately 2500 ft 

(Fig. 4.2). The 200 ft (61 m) of elevation difference between diese 2 

Dockum paleocurrent studies likely represents a time interval of several 

miUion years (Sadler, 1981). The 11 degree eastward shift in resultant 

vector orientation from the lower, combined paleocurrent study to die 
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overlying Macy Ranch Sandstone directional analysis may be die resuk of 

an eastward shift in paleoslope du-ough Dockum depositional time. 

Furthermore, limited directional data coUected from die extensive Boren 

Ranch Sandstone (Fig. 2.7), which Ues widiin 60 ft of die Permian 

disconformity, suggests a west-nordiwest paleoslope bearing widi a large 

ttough foreset vector mean of N740W (n = 8, variance = 340). At an 

elevation of 2200 ft, die Boren Ranch Sandstone Ues 300 ft below die mean 

azimuth elevaton of the multiple sandstone paleocurrent analysis. 

Extensive paleocurrent investigation of the Boren Ranch Sandstone is 

needed to substantiate an eastward shift in regional paleoslope during 

Dockum deposition. 

Combined Directional Data from Low 
Order Dockum Sands 

Paleocurrent azimuths were gathered from third, fourth, and fifth 

order Dockum channel sandstones to investigate (1) the amount of 

directional variance associated with these fluvial sands/gravels and (2) 

whether the resultant vector bearing generaUy corresponds or sharply 

differs with the bearings derived from the high order sandstone 

directional studies. The paleocurrent data was coUected from numerous 

low order channel sands/gravels in southwest Garza County. SmaU trough 

set and parting/current Uneation directional indicators were more heavily 

used in this study because these stmctures often predominate in the low 

order sand bodies (see facies descriptions in chapter 2). 

The current rose plot derived from die directional data gathered 

from third, fourth, and weU-developed fifth order channels is shown in 
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figure 4.3. A N230W resultant vector azimudi implies tiiat a general 

estimate of regional paleoslope direction can be inferred from 

comprehensive paleocurrent surveys of these sandstones because this 

bearing varies only moderately from the N2CE and N90W bearing 

calculations of the previously discussed high order sandstone studies. 

However, the magnitude of directional variance (L = 17%) calculated 

from the low order channel sands/gravels paleocurrent data denotes the 

greatiy reduced value of these fluvial deposits as regional paleoslope 

indicators. The large magnitude of variance and dissymmetry associated 

with these directional data is likely directiy related to large differences 

between independent intrabasinal tributary mean flow directions 

(iUustrated in Dockum depositional model). 

Channel Orientation Shift Case Study 
at Cowhead Mesa 

Major shifts in channel orientation across channel phase boundaries 

were first suspected by changes in lateral accretion stmcmre dip ttends 

within multi-story high order sand bodies (discussed in chapter 2). The 

degree shift in channel axis orientation between the second and third 

channel occupations at Cowhead Mesa (Fig. 2.1) was approximated 

through the use of large trough set paleocurrent indicators. A total of 21 

large ttough foreset dip azimuths were gathered from the third 

(uppermost) channel sand; whereas, 11 readings were gadiered from die 

second (intermediate) channel sand. For die second channel occupation, 

mean vector azimudi equals N660E (variance = 700); whereas, die 

superjacent channel resultant vector azimudi equals N990W (variance = 
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X = N230W 
R = 8 
L= 17% 
N = 48 (LT = 31, ST = 13, P/CL = 4) 

h 
0 interval percent of n 20 

Fig. 4.3. Combined paleocurrent data from third, fourth, 
and well developed fifth order channel sandstones. Class 
interval equals 40 degrees. 
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1300). Therefore, a shift in channel orientation of approximately 138 

degrees is suggested using the large ttough sets as directional indicators. 



CHAPTER V 

PALEOHYDROLOGY AND PALEOGEOMORPHOLOGY 

OF TRL\SSIC DOCKUM FLUVL\L 

SANDSTONES 

Mediods Emploved 

Many different approaches have been developed to estimate 

hydrological and morphological parameters of ancient meandering fluvial 

systems. Quantitative estimates of channel flow characteristics and 

morphologies for Dockum first, second, and third order streams are 

mostly derived through the method II approach of Ethridge and Schumm 

(1978). This approach requires direct measurement, or estimates of, die 

channel dimensions width and depth, which are used as basic data in 

numerous empirical relations developed by geomorphologists from 

Holocene fluvial data bases. These empirical relations aUow estimates of 

hydrologic and geomorphologic parameters from channel dimension data. 

Problems and limitations encountered in the application of these 

empirical relations to ancient paleochannel reconstmctions include: (1) 

relevance of the various modem stream data bases to paleochannels 

recorded in ancient fluvial sandstones, (2) problems associated widi 

determining basic channel dimension parameters, (3) large standard 

errors of die estimates associated with regression equations, and (4) 

possible compounding of errors in dieir implementation (see Ediridge and 

119 
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Schumm, 1978; and Gardner, 1983 for a fuU discussion on diese problems 

and limitations). Several approaches were used in dealing with these 

difficulties in Dockum paleochannel reconstmctions. First, the empirical 

relations developed by Schumm (1960; 1968; 1972) are believed 

especiaUy relevant to Dockum meandering sandstones because they were 

developed from data coUected on 33 to 69 stable, sandy, aUuvial channels 

in semiarid to subhumid climates, and later supported by data from larger 

coastal plain rivers in similar climates (Ethridge and Schumm, 1978). 

Dockum meandering fluvial systems also drained regions of semiarid to 

subhumid climate (discussed in Dockum cUmatology chapter) and 

ttansported predominately sand-size detritus in bed load across an aUuvial 

plain. Dockum fourth and fifth order channel sandstones/gravels are not 

suited for detaUed paleogeomorphic reconstmction because of the high 

bed load, consisting mostiy of gravels, and inferred low sinuousity and 

unstable characteristics. 

Secondly, Uttie difficulty was associated widi estimating widdi and 

depth of Dockum paleochannels because of exceptional outcrop exposures 

used in representing each of the meandering Dockum channel orders. 

These exposures exhibit one or more of the foUowing: (1) whole or 

partiaUy preserved abandoned meanders, (2) weU-developed lateral 

accretion bedding, and (3) complete fining-upward cycle(s). 

Furthermore, 2 correction factors often employed in chaimel depdi 

estimates to (a) compensate for sand compaction during burial, and (b) 

account for depth variation between channel reaches and bends are not 
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included in this study because of their opposing directions and similar 

magnitudes (reasoning of Gardner, 1983). 

Thirdly, because several sources of error are involved in any 

method chosen for reconstmcting paleochannel characteristics, it is 

appropriate to present calculated stteam parameter values in a range along 

with a point estimate. Values for stream variables determined in this study 

are presented in three forms. The first form is as a single value which 

either represents (a) the average of field-measured channel dimensions for 

a particular fluvial sand order or (b) a point estimate in an empirical 

relation calculation (Table 5.1). The other 2 forms are both range 

determinations; stream variable estimates placed under range 1 column 

headings (Table 5.1) are based on possible error estimates of (a) outcrop 

measured channel dimensions (Table 5.1, Eq. 2,3,6,9, and 10), (b) mean 

ttough set height (Eq. 4), (c) lateral accretion stmcture vertical extent and 

width (Eq. 1 and 5), and (d) the subsequent encorporation of channel 

dimension range values into empirical or rational equations (accounts for 

aU remaining range 1 values except Eq. 26, which is discussed later). 

Range 2 stream variable estimates are determined through graphical 80% 

confidence limits for those empirical equations with supplied standard 

error of die estimate (Ediridge and Schumm, 1978) or for diose relations 

in which standard error of the estimate could be calculated (mediod 

demonstt-ated by Riggs, 1968) from original regression plots (Table 5.1, 

Eq. 4 and 25). Range 2 values are not symmettical about die point value 

estimate of die stt-eam variable because standard error estimates are 

determined through log-scale empirical regression plots. Furthermore, 
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Table 5.1. Morphologic and hydrologic characteristics of Triassic Dockum 
first, second, and third order fluvial systems. 
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empirical equations which employ values obtained from previous 

empirical relation(s) have the standard error of die estimate from each 

equation summed, resulting in a very broad value range (Table 5.1, Eq. 24 

and 25). For stream variables in which range 1 and range 2 values have 

been calculated (Table 5.1), these error ranges can be summed about the 

point estimate ("average") to obtain a complete error value spectrum 

widiin 80% graphical confidence limits. It is interesting to note that other 

studies involving paleochannel reconstmctions usuaUy present only range 

2 type possible error intervals (e.g., Schumm, 1978; Gardner, 1983; and 

Smith, 1986), thereby not accounting for the total possible error. 

Channel Morphology 

Depending on the representative outcrop exposure(s) used in each 

of the Dockum paleochannel reconstmctions, different methods were 

utilized in estimating the channel dimension variables of equations 1 

dirough 12 (Table 5.1). Complete discussions pertaining to the mediods 

used in obtaining channel widdi and depdi estimates for the 3 Dockum 

meandering stream orders can be found in the inttoduction portions of the 

first, second, and third order fluvial sandstone descriptions in chapter 2. 

An additional depdi relation (previously not discussed) suggested by AUen 

(1984) is shown in equation 4 (Table 5.1), whereby water depdi is 

determined dirough mean tt-ough set height. Because bankfuU water depdi 

in die channel dialweg is desired, only ttough sets from die dialweg facies 

were used in diis mediod of depdi approximation. This relation was not 

employed in estimating diird order channel depdi because of a 
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predominance of planar stratification at die representative third order 

sand outcrop site. 

BankfiiU depdi values were estimated by at least 2 different means 

for aU 3 meandering channel orders (Table 5.1); the closeness of the 

average values provides additional justification for the accuracy of these 

determinations. Based on point bar thickness and thickness of associated 

fining-upward cycles at three representative first order sand outcrop sites 

(aU outcrop localities identified in Table 5.1), first order channel thalweg 

depths approximately averaged 12 m, with a range of 11 to 13 m; whereas, 

bankfuU depth averaged 9.0 m in the second order channels. 

Furthermore, a comparatively smaU 4.0 m thalweg depth is estimated 

from the aforementioned third order channel sand outcrop. Allen's 

relation between channel depth and dune height (Table 5.1, Eq. 4) 

compares closely to the more precise methods of bankfuU depth 

determination (Eq. 1,2, and 3). In addition, channel widdi estimates 

document a proportionally simUar decrease in size with channel order as 

found in die bankfuU depdi approximations. Widdis decrease from 

averages of 190 m in the case of first order fluvial sands to 90 m for 

second order channels, and to only 44 m for meandering sands of third 

order (Eq. 5 and 6). 

Cross-sectional area was estimated for die first and second order 

channels assuming a trapezoidal cross-channel shape (Eq. 7). Gardner 

(1983) demonstrates diat for preserved cross sections located on a 

meander loop (evidenced by lateral accretion stmcttires) channel cross-

sectional area is best approximated by a tt^pezoidal shape. The cross-
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sectional area for third order stteams was estimated directly from a large 

outcrop drawing (reduced in Fig. 2.25) of die abandoned channel at 

Brazos River Knob locality. The large outcrop drawing was placed on 

linear graph paper for accurate cross-channel area approximation. 

Similarly, the wetted perimeter was measured directly from the large 

third order channel outcrop drawing, with a coefficient relating channel 

width to wetted perimeter then calculated (coefficient = 1.065) and applied 

to the second order channel width, such that a wetted perimeter estimate 

for these larger channels was readily determined (Eq. 10). This 

coefficient ttansfer was inferred to be appropriate because second and 

third order channels display nearly equivalent width-depth ratios (Eq. 12). 

In the case of first order streams, the wetted perimeter was estimated 

dirough a simple cross-channel sketch which encorporated previously 

determined bankfuU width and depth values and assumed a simUar 

asymmetrical shape to the abandoned third order channel at Brazos River 

Knob (Fig. 2.25). 

Two additional channel dimension/morphology parameters, 

hydraulic radius (Eq. 11) and widdi-depdi ratio (Eq. 12), were calculated 

using previously estimated channel dimension parameters (Eq. 1-3, and 5-

10). The widtii-deptii ratio (F) is valuable in evaluating die proportion of 

bed load to wash load transported by ancient fluvial systems (Schumm, 

1960; 1968). Using Schumm's Table 1 (1968) and estimated paleochannel 

widdi-depdi ratios, Dockum second and tiiird order fluvial channels 

approximately lie on die boundary of suspended-load/mixed-load channels 

(F = 10), widi first order channels (F - 16) probably of mixed-load 
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character (F between 10 and 40). Percent bed load in Schumm's (1968) 

mixed-load stt-eam type ranges from 3 to 11 percent widi suspended-load 

channels tt-ansporting less dian 3 percent of total load as bed load. 

Channel Hvdrology 

Paleovelocity for Dockum meandering channels was estimated 

dirough the Manning equation (Eq. 15) and an empirical equation (Eq. 

16). The Manning equation average velocity values indicate point estimate 

flow rates of 0.99 m/s for both the first and second order chnnels; 

whereas, third order channel average velocity is estimated at 0.88 m/s. In 

the Manning equation average velocity estimates (Eq. 15), Manning's n 

values of 0.46, 0.44, and 0.40 were assigned to Dockum first, second, and 

third order channels, respectively. These estimates were made through 

correlation of the Dockum meandering stteam orders with the roughness 

coefficient values calculated for the Middle Oconee River near Athens, 

Georgia (Bames, 1967), wherein Manning's n varied from 0.041 to 0.044 

during high discharge events. The sinuous Middle Oconee River shares 

nearly identical channel dimension parameters and measured mean 

velocity values as estimated for Dockum diird order streams, widi a 

sUghtiy coarser grain size. Compared to Dockum third order streams, 

sUghtiy higher Manning's n values (Usted in Table 5.1) are estimated for 

Dockum second and first order channels because large dune bedforms in 

die thalweg portions of diese channels increased bed roughness. 

Furthermore, the increased widdi-depdi ratio and abundant dialweg 

gravels associated widi die first order channel sands Ukely produced die 

largest drag of any of die Dockum meandering channels. In additon, slope 
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values used in die Manning average velocity calculation (Eq. 15) were 

derived from Schumm's (1972) slope-channel morphology relation seen 

in equation 14 (Table 5.1). The range 1 average velocity values were 

determined through the variance in range 1 slope estimates. 

The second velocity calculated for the Dockum meandering channel 

orders employs an empirical relation (Malde, 1968) which estunates 

maximum velocity from the largest particles moved by the streams (Eq. 

16). As expected, these velocity values exceeded the Manning equation 

average velocity point estimates for first and second order channels at 

1.41 m/s and 1.22 m/s, respectively (Eq. 16); however, the maximum 

velocity value determined for third order channels was lower than the 

Manning velocity. A likely explanation for this anomalously lower Vmax 

estimate is that particles coarser than the maximum 2.5 cm silty calcite 

nodules were not readUy avaUable to these intrabasinal stream channels 

(discussed in Dockum depositional model). Large pebbles to cobbles 

found in the Dockum high order channels were intraformational sandstone 

clasts eroded from previously deposited channel sandstones. 

In calcidating discharge, four different equations were used which 

varied from empirical to rational with only minor empirical relation 

influence. Discharge values obtained generaUy show good agreement or 

are appropriate in relation to the various discharge parameters estimated. 

Equations 17 and 18 (Table 5.1, continuity equation in bodi cases) employ 

the bankfuU cross-sectional areas determined in equations 7 and 8 and die 

independent velocity values discussed above. Equations 19 and 20 are part 

of Schumm's (1972) family of empirical relations in which mean annual 
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discharge and mean annual flood discharge are estimated. As anticipated, 

mean annual discharge (Eq. 19) estimated values were much reduced 

compared to the other three discharges which estimate discharge near or 

above bankfaU. Range 1 discharges of Q, Qinax» and Qma overlapped 

extensively in the Dockum first and second order channel paleodischarge 

reconstmctions, with Qmax ûid Qma yielding the largest discharge values. 

In third order channel discharges, the Qma estimate (j- 220 m3/s) is much 

higher than Qmax (~ 82 m /̂s) because of die Vmax anomaly discussed 

earUer. Roodstage discharge from the Dockum first order streams was 

roughly 3 times that of the second order stteams and 10 to 20 times greater 

than the third order channels (Table 5.1). 

Paleogeomorphologv 

Dockum paleogeomorghic estimates are included in Table 5.1 in 

rows distinguished by equations 13,14, and 17-25. These equations are aU 

empirical with the exception of equation 26. Furthermore, aside from 

equations 24-26, the empirical relations derive various fluvial-

paleogeomorphic parameters directiy from field estimated channel 

dimension parameters; hence, die total possible error at an 80 percent 

graphical interval (die sum of range 1 and range 2 deviations) is mostiy 

contributed dirough standard error of die estimate in diese 

paleogeomorphic relations. 

Using Schumm's (1972) sinuousity relation (Eq. 13) average 

sinuousities of 1.7,1.9, and 1.8 were calculated for Dockum first, second, 

and diird order channels, respectively. However, Leeder (1973) raised a 

valid objection to Schumm's sinuousity relation on die grounds diat for 
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larger rivers, generaUy not included in Schumm's Holocene river data 

base, width-depth ratios are found to increase with rivers of increased size 

and equal sinuousity. From Leeder's figure 5 (1973), sinuousity point 

estimates for Dockum meandering fluvial sands are slightiy higher than 

Schumm's estimates at values of 1.8, 2.0, and 1.9 (in order of decreasing 

channel-sand size). However, Leeder's sinuousity values faU weU inside 

the range 2 sinuousity values derived from Schumm's relation (Table 5.1, 

Eq. 13). Hence, both cases support a high sinuousity model (P > 1.65) for 

Dockum first, second, and third order fluvial sand bodies. 

Channel slopes increase in average value from approximately 0.14 

m/km in the first order channels to about 0.43 m/km in die comparatively 

smaU third order streams (Table 5.1, Eq. 14). Channel slope range values 

for Dockum stream orders are inherently similar to modem alluvial 

channels of comparable size (e.g., Schumm, 1960; 1968; Morton and 

Donaldson, 1978). 

Average meander wavelengths of Dockum paleochannel orders 

were estimated by 2 relations which both employ channel dimension 

parameters (Eq. 21 and 22). These estimates compare closely for aU 3 

channel orders, with meander wavelengths of Dockum first order 

channels approximately averaging a large 2100 m. 

Meander-beU widdis were estimated using a relation developed by 

Lorenz and odiers (1985) for meandering, high sinuousity aUuvial 

channels (Eq. 23). No range 2 values were calculated because error 

deviations for die relation were not given. However, considerable scatter 
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evident about dieir regression plot (Lorenz and odiers, 1985) indicates 

Dockum meander-belt width estimates are very general approximations. 

Drainage basin area and stream length empirical relations (Eq. 24 

and 25) have the largest errors of estimates because they encorporate 

geomorphic fluvial parameters estimated in preceding empirical 

equations. In addition, the Holocene river data used in fitting the 

regression relationships includes stream sizes only up to approximately 

Dockum third order stream size (compare Lm values in Table 5.1 with 

Hack, 1957; 1965). AUen (1984) combines die data of Hack (1965) and 

Dury (1965) in a meander wavelength versus drainage basin area plot. 

AUen's (1984) best-fit line suggests that meander wavelength increases 

faster than drainage basin area with rivers possessing watershed areas 

larger than 1000 km. Hence, die average drainage basin area point 

estimates (calculated using equation 24) likely become increasingly too 

high from the second order to first order Dockum fluvial systems. 

However, the broad spectmm of range 2 values for drainage basin areas is 

probably sufficient to cover the variance of the relation. In addition, 

stteam lengdi calculations of equation 25 (Table 5.1) encorporate the 

drainage basin area estimates of equation 24. As a resuU, die stteam lengdi 

point average estimate probably became increasingly too long from the 

second to first order Dockum paleochannels. The range 2 estimates are 

not included in diese stream length estimates because of a lack of 

information of standard error; however, die range is certainly in excess of 

one order of magnitude bacause it incorporates die large error associated 

with the drainage basin area estimates. 
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An independent means of estimating stream length for die first 

order Dockum meandering sands (Eq. 26) was inferred from 

pettographic and paleocurrent evidence gadiered from die Macy Ranch 

Sandstone (chapters 3 and 4). An almost due nordi regional paleoslope 

during the Macy Ranch Sandstone depostion combined with an abundance 

of metamorphic rock fragments imply a trunk stream source area lying in 

die metamorphic "core complex" of the Paleozoic Ouachita fold bek to die 

south, which must stiU have been a significant positive topographic feamre 

during Late Triassic time. Using Flawn and Goldstein's (1961) geologic 

map of the Ouachita structural belt, a general northward stteam track 

from the Ouachita core complex to the study area (Fig. 2.7) measures 

between 330 and 450 km in length, which is equated to the Macy Ranch 

Sandstone stream length (Eq. 26). Comparing this first order stteam 

length to the length determined in equation 25, the average stream length 

estimate calculated by empirical means is 43 percent longer, which is not 

suprising considering the limited application of the stream length 

empirical relation to large rivers (discussed above). Furthermore, by 

using the stream length measure estimated using the inferred methods (Eq. 

26) in the drainage basin area relation of equation 25 (Table 5.1), a 

considerably smaUer average area is calculated (14,200 km )̂ as compared 

to the relation used in equation 24 (34,600 km2). 



CHAPTER VI 

OVERBANK FLOODPLAD̂ J DEPOSITS 

General Description 

Overbank deposits constitite a much greater volume of sediment in 

the Dockum Formation than associated channel deposits. Based on 

measured sections, it is estimated that overbank facies make up between 75 

and 80 percent of the Dockum sediments in die area of detaUed study. 

The predominant color of the overbank sediments is reddish brown 

(average 2.5YR 4/4, dry; MunseU SoU Color Charts, 1954); however, 

conspicuous weak-red (lOR 5/3.5, dry) and red colored (lOR 5/6, dry) 

horizons also are common. Drab colored (5GY 7/1, dry) mudstones (see 

Table 6.1 for mudrock classification scheme used in this report) 

commonly are observed beneath incised channel sandstones. Lateral 

extent of individual color bands ranges up to a few kUometers with most 

pinching out within a few himdred meters. In general, subtleness in color 

contrast between adjacent and superimposed mudrock bands makes lateral 

ttacing difficult in the smdy area. In addition, boundaries between 

individual color bands are often irregular, with steeply-dipping contacts 

seen in many mstances. This is evidence for periods of degradation and 

aggradation in die floodplain environment, where superjacent mudrocks 

mantie underlying erosional topography (Dockum depositional model 

discussion includes descriptions of die topographic effects of cycles of 

132 
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Table 6.1. Classification of mudrocks (from Blatt, 
Middleton, and Murray, 1972). 

Ideal size 
definition 

Field criteria Fissile 
mudrock 

Nonfissilc 
nDudrock 

> 2/3 silt 
> 1/3 < 2/3 silt 
> 2/3 clay 

Abundant silt visible with hand lens Silt-shale 
Feels gritty when chewed Mud-shale 
Feels smooth when chewed Clay-shale 

Siltstone 
Mudstone 
Claystone 
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incision and aggradation). 

Primary sedimentary sttiicttires in die overbank sediments are often 

preserved in remarkable detaU. Very diin, altemating laminae of 

mudstone and claystone is the most common stmcture widi horizontal and 

cUmbing current ripple cross lamination sometimes visible in fresh 

exposures. SmaU ttough cross stratification in sUtstone is found only near 

channel sandstone boundaries where current velocities and overbank 

flood waters were of sufficient sttength, depth, and duration to 

accomodate die growth and migration of smaU dunes. Rewoiking of 

floodplain sediments is occasionaUy recorded in very thin beds of 

claystone breccia. Within individual claystone clasts very thin laminae of 

sUty claystone can often be observed which indicates their original 

depositional fabric. Exceptional overbank flooding scoured pebble-size 

chunks of the sUty claystone and rewoiked them into thin beds of 

brecciated claystone. These thin beds of claystone clasts may indicate 

periods of low aggradation rates on the floodplain (RetaUack, 1986). 

Grain-Size Trends in the Overbank Sediments 

The (sUt + sand)/clay ratio in the overbank sediments varies as a 

function of mainly two factors; (1) the neamess of low order (fourdi and 

fifdi) channel sandstones, and (2) the aggradation rate on the floodpain. 

The percentage of sUt + sand in a given several meter section of floodpain 

deposits can range from nearly zero to over 80 percent. Through detailed 

field observations it is found that an increase in silt + sand content is 

directiy related to the proximity of low order fluvial sandstones. The 3-

fourth and fifth order channel sandstone deposits were formed by 
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sediment accretion widiin stteams diat drained die intrabasinal region. 

These rivers often became choked widi bed load material (terminology of 

Shen, 1978) during periods of high floodplain aggradation. Sheet-like 

deposits of sand and/or silt commonly extend several tens of meters away 

firom the ttend of these low order fluvial sandstones (see sheetflood facies 

description). In areas where numerous low order sandstones are exposed 

in close succession (e.g.. Fig. 2.7, location 12) the intervening floodplain 

deposits average over 70 percent sUt + sand. This is interpreted as being 

the result of abundant sUt + sand being transported onto the local 

floodplain from the overbank flow of low order streams. In addition, 

outcrop evidence indicates that the abandonment of a low order channel 

commonly is foUowed by an infiUing process which produces sheets of 

very fine sand intercalated with thin beds of mudstone or siltstone 

extending far beyond the original channel confines. These low order 

channel behaviors and their preservations attest to periods of high 

sedimentation rates. 

First and second order fluvial sandstones indicate diat these were 

mixed-load rivers that had deeply incised into the floodplain. Overbank 

flooding from these rivers carried wash load material (clay and silt) onto 

the floodplain in huge quantities during periods of floodplain aggradation 

(discussed further in depositional model chapter). In comparison to die 

fourdi and fifdi order fluvial channels, overbank flooding from die high 

order rivers deposited finer-grained detritus on the floodplain over a 

much broader area. 
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Floodplain sediment grain size also is related to die degree of 

pedogenic conversion of dettital grains to stable clay minerals. Very low 

rates of aggradation or degradation on die floodplam aUow pedogenic 

processes enough time to weadier dettital mineral grains into stable clay 

minerals, diereby, causing a decrease in die (sik + sand)/clay ratio. If 

aggradation rates are sufficient to preclude die formation of soils, dien 

there wiU be, as a direct consequence, Uttie conversion of detrital grains to 

clays. The precise rate at which aggradation overcomes pedogenic clay 

production is primarily a function of climate. 

Composition of Floodplain Sediments 

Mineralogical composition of overbank deposits was determined by 

X-ray diffractometry with two objectives in mind; namely, to determine 

the aUochthonous (detrital) minerals preserved, and secondly, to discover 

what clay minerals and authigenic cements had been produced in place. 

No attempt is made to rigorously quantify the proportions of different 

minerals present in these samples; however, comparative mineral amounts 

are estimated through weighing integrated intensity values (area beneath 

diffractogram peaks), the degree reading at which the peak is recorded 

(higher intensities at lower degree readings), and through an 

understanding of mineral compositions and stmctures (see CuUity, 1978; 

and CarroU, 1970 for theory and clay mineral information). Samples 

coUected from a variety of overbank sediments were ground to 2 microns 

or less. Unoriented powder sUdes and oriented mounts of both glycolated 

and unglycolated type were prepared for each of die samples. The 

reflection pattems reveal diat 2:1 layer type dioctahedral-smectite clays 
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(monttnoriUonite) constittite die buUc of overbank mudrocks. Upon 

glycolation, a uniform (001) crystaUine-plane spacing was recognizeable, 

with an accompanying expansion of die interlayer stmcture evidenced by a 

d-spacing shift from an average of 14.5 angstoms in die plain oriented 

mounts to a mean of 16.6 angstoms after glycol treatment. Calcium 

cations (Ca+2) are the Ukely bmding constituent of the 2:1 layer smectite 

clays. Obvious alkalinity in the mudrocks and die complete lack of 

evidence of saline mineral precipitates in the mudrocks serve as 

supporting evidence for a calcium-rich montmoriUonite end-member 

composition over the opposing sodium-rich end member. These calcium-

rich montmoriUonites are interpreted as being authigenic in origin based 

on paleosol clay mineral composition and field evidence (discussed under 

macroscopic feamres). 

Other clay minerals identified through X-ray diffraction are, in 

decreasing order of abundance, iUite, chlorite, and kaolinite. The iUite is 

almost entirely composed of the 2Mi muscovite polytype. This is 

determined through detailed comparison with data published by Brindley 

and Brown (Table 1.15,1980) on X-ray differentiated hkl spacing values 

for polytopic forms of muscovite. The 2M muscovite is discemible from 

die IM polytype by smaUer values of d-spacing between (001) basal planes. 

Only a minute increase in integral (001) d-spacing values could be 

measured in samples coUected from paleosol horizons, diereby, indicating 

a very slow inversion rate of 2Mi muscovite to pedogenicaUy stable IM 

muscovite. The IM polytype is dettital (CarroU, 1970) and is derived 

from igneous and metamorphosed clastic sedimentary rocks. Chlorite is 
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recognized as tiie dettital lib polytype, which is of probable low-grade 

metamorphic schist origin. Strong 2nd and 4di order basal reflections 

indicate die chlorites are Fe-rich (CarroU, 1970). Kaolinite reflections 

are sUghtiy less intense dian diose of chlorite and are visible only from die 

(001) and (002) basal planes. The kaolinite may be dettital or audiigenic 

in origin. 

Although biotite is prevalent in Dockum channel sands, k occurs in 

minor amounts, or is completely absent in floodplain samples. Biotite is 

distinguished through weak, yet sharply defmed (CX)3) basal plane 

reflections. The intensity of biotite reflections decrease with an increase 

in Fe content as the result of increased absorption of CuK alpha radiation 

(CarroU, 1970). As a result, the integrated intensity values for biotite 

somewhat beUttie its abundance. However, in Dockum floodplain 

sediments it is reasonable to infer that biotite is less abundant than any of 

the clay minerals discussed above because only the (003) reflection can be 

observed fi*om just half of the mounts studied. In addition, integrated 

intensity values are calculated to be several times less dian those of chlorite 

and kaolinite reflections at similar values of degrees theta. Biotite did not 

appear on diffractograms recorded from samples coUected within a field-

interpreted paleosol (Fig. 2.8, section A, meter 22). Biotite is strictly 

detrital and occurs near its source of biotite-bearing igneous and 

metamorphic rocks (CarroU, 1970). It also is a common constituent of 

volcanic ash; however, no evidence of volcanic deposits are observed in 

the field or in petrographic thin section analyses. 
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Besides die clay mineral groups and biotite, abundant quartz, 

moderate albite, and minor orthoclase also are apparent in X-ray 

diffraction pattems. These mineral grains represent detrital material 

deposited on floodplains from major trunk streams. OccasionaUy, 

abundant calcite and minor amounts of hematite, recorded in 

diffractograms, are interpreted as cements probably of pedogenic origin 

based on field and petrographic study. Calcite diffraction peaks are most 

pronounced on diffractograms recorded from nodular-calcite-bearing 

paleosol samples. 

Paleosol Evidence of Alluvial Alkaline 
Soil Development 

Macroscopic Feamres 

Discrete, nodular-calcium-carbonate-rich horizons within 

overbank sediments are foimd at many stratigraphic levels. These 

horizons contain from 10 to 30 percent calcite nodules by volume and 

comprise between 10 and 15 percent of total overbank sediment volume 

(see measured sections for quantified estimates). Nodules average 1 to 2 

cm in diameter and have an irregular, pitted surface. The largest nodules 

are 8 cm in diameter and are found in a zone several meters thick at the 

Dalby Ranch locaUty (Fig. 6.1). Here, calcite nodules constitute 

approximately 30 percent of die sediments. Of die 4 stages of pedogenic K 

horizon development described by GUe and odiers (1966), stage n 

provides a good representation of the maximum degree of carbonate 

accumulation in Dockum paleosols. 
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In Dockum overbank deposits, horizons of calcium carbonate 

accumulation commonly are associated widi distinct mudstone and 

claystone color sequences which in turn are related to volume percent of 

clay contained within the sediment. In more than 200 meters of overbank 

deposits studied in measured section, every occurence of a stage n horizon 

is associated with a clay band of hue lOR which, with the value and chroma 

included, fit the descriptive colors "weak red" and "red." Associated with 

approximately 70 percent of the lOR hue calcium carbonate profiles there 

Ues a subjacent layer of nodular-calcite-rich, reddish-brown (hue 2.5 YR) 

mudstone that ranges from 1 to 3 m in thickness. These subjacent layers 

contain lesser amounts of calcium carbonate nodules that also are smaUer 

in maximum diameter. Nevertheless, these horizons may contain up to 20 

to 25 percent calcite nodules by volume. In a few instances, the lOR clay 

band is overlain by a thin, Ught-greenish-grey mudstone (5GY 7/1) which 

is also rich in calcite nodules (e.g.. Fig. 2.8, section B, meter 21.5). These 

green bands are limited in lateral extent to less dian 20 meters as diey diin 

and pmch out. These greenish-grey-colored mudstones may have resulted 

from micro-reducing conditions caused by the decay of plant material 

(Hubert, 1978). Most commonly, lOR calcite-rich horizons are capped by 

reddish-brown sUty mudstones (hue 2.5 YR) diat conttiin less dian 10 

percent calcite nodules. In comparing clay to sik ratios in paleosols, it is 

estimated diat greenish-grey-colored sediments are 95 to 100 percent clay, 

whUe die lOR claystones are 70 to 95 percent clay, and reddish-brown 

mudstones include 40 to 60 percent clay. In addition, Ught-greenish-grey 

mudrocks (5GY 7/1) diat appear in bands of variable diickness (up to 1.2 
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m) beneadi die bases of superimposed channel sandstones should not be 

confused with die claystone bands described above. Greenish-grey 

mudrocks found beneadi channel sandstones differ from mudrocks 

directiy beneadi k only by die state of die Fe-bearing oxide clays. Green 

mudrocks of this type probably have undergone in place reduction of iron-

bearing oxide clays by downward-percolating organic-rich waters passing 

dirough overlying channel sands (McBride, 1974). These green mudrocks 

can contain 5 to 85 percent silt and generaUy are absent in calcite nodules. 

Additional evidence supporting the aUuvial alkaline paleosol 

interpretation of these horizons is found in the clays. As discussed earlier. 

X-ray diffraction analysis reveals that virtuaUy aU overbank clays are 

montmoriUonites. The majority of dioctahedral-smectite clays contained 

within the paleosols were likely brought about through in place conversion 

of detrital mineral grains. This conclusion is reinforced through the 

observation that the paleosols (described above) contain increasing 

amounts of clay as a function of their maturity. Pedogenic maturity is 

judged by (1) clay content relative to adjacent horizons, (2) stage of K 

horizon development, and (3) the extent of iron-bearing clay oxidation in 

die paleosols (discussed below). Because Ca-montmoriUonites represent 

both the bulk of the overbank sediments and one of only 2 clay minerals of 

possible authigenic origin, the other (kaolinite) is scarcely found, it is 

inferred that authigenically produced montmoriUonites primarily account 

for the increase in clay content found in mature paleosols. Interlayer 

cations are rapidly removed from smectite clays with minimal leaching, 

thereby, causing sheet separation. Kaolinite clays are widespread in 
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environments subject to sttong leachmg (Birkeland, 1974). The very 

smaU kaolinite content found in the samples contrasted by high 

montmoriUonite amounts serves as supporting evidence for an absence of 

high leaching rates. 

Four independent lines of evidence supporting die pedogenic origin 

of nodular calcite horizons (as opposed to diagenetic phenomena forming 

after burial) are found in outcrop. First, it is commonly observed that low 

order fluvial channels have incised into nodular calcite horizons, and on 

occasion, completely dissect them. Second, the material comprising the 

bed load of low order inttabasinal rivers is largely reworked calcium 

caibonate nodules. This indicates formation of nodules prior to being 

rewoiked. Thirdly, the large first and second order sandstones sometimes 

contain large cut-bank slump blocks of calcite- cemented sUty mudstone 

(Fig. 2.2, meter 47). The fabric of calcite nodules and intemodular calcite 

cement undoubtedly helped preserve bank-slump mudstone amidst current 

action. Lastiy, the mode of occurrence and texmre of calcite nodules is 

comparable to that observed in modem soil-formed carbonates. 

Microtextures 

Petrographic thin sections of calcite nodules and surrounding 

mudstone display morphologies seen in many ancient and modem K 

horizons ("pett-ocalcic horizons" of Soil Survey Staff, 1975). Acttial 

samplmg of mudstones is Umited to diose diat were mdurated weU enough 

to widistand dim sectionmg. As a result of diis difficulty, much of die 

pettographic sttidy of calcite nodules was conducted from dim sections 

made from coarse lag of low order channel sandstones. Nonedieless, 
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several different nodular sttiictures have been identified aUowing some 

understanding of the genesis of these concretions. 

Very large nodules (6 to 8 cm diameters) contam abundant smaUer, 

micritic "peUets" which are widiin a matrix of micrite and finely 

disseminated blebs of cryptocrystaUine hematite. The included peUets 

display a wide range of sizes from less than 1 mm to over 10 mm in size. 

Circumgranular cracks fiUed with microspar cement occur about the 

larger included peUets. Hay and Wiggms (1980) describe circumgranular 

cracking occurring about micritized peUets in Recent calcretes of the 

southwestern United States. Relict ferric-oxide coatings surround some of 

the included peUets. Detrital grains are no longer contained within the few 

large concretions studied. It is apparent that the included peUets form in 

the initial steps of calcium carbonate accumulation, and that they later 

become encorporated into nodules through peUet accretion (causes matrix 

volume reduction) and cementing of matrix by micrite (final stage). 

Nodule size is proportional to the number of included peUets and the 

extent of matrix micritization. 

Abundant calcium carbonate peUets found in place in overbank 

mudstones and in the lag of low order channel sandstones display several 

distinctive intemal textures. PeUet size averages 3 to 4 mm with no 

apparent relation between size and intemal stmcture determined. PeUet 

shape is generaUy ovoid to spherical and peUets included withm larger 

nodules prevously described are probably analogous to diese individual 

peUets. The most abundant peUet stmctures can be classified into five 

types which wiU be described here in decreasing order of abundance. The 
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first, most common type (-- 50%) is composed of stmctureless micrite 

(Fig. 6.2). Second in abundance (-- 25%) are peUets which contain dettital 

sUt encapsulated in micrite (Fig. 6.2). Sik content ranges from 1 to 15 

percent. VirtuaUy any of die mineral and rock grains identified in die 

channel sandstones can be found within these silty nodules. Replacement 

of sUt grains is evidenced by occurrence of micrite along cleavage and by 

deeply embayed grain boundaries. The abundance of any one type of 

interpeUetal sUt grain is proportional to both its abundance in the donor 

channel sandstones and to its relative stabiUty in die weathering cycle. The 

cementation of porous micrite and silt is the mechanism used by Hay and 

Wiggins (1980) to explain silty peUet formation. 

A third, less abundant (- 10%) peUet type displays one to several 

concentric rings of ferric oxide extending out from the pellet core. 

Circumgranular and radial fracmres fiUed with microspar cement, or 

microspar cement and silt, often accompany this peUet variety (Figs. 6.3 

and 6.4). Micrite comprises the bulk of these peUets. A fourdi kind of 

peUet, which constitutes approximately 10 percent of the total, is 

composed of stmcureless microspar. They do not contain sUt grains and 

may represent a recrystalUzed form of micritic pellets. 

The least abundant kmd of peUet, which accounts for approxunately 

5 percent of die peUet population, displays a imique fabric. Radiating 

outward from a micrite core, and comprising from 75 to 97 percent of die 

total peUet volume are blades of calcite (Fig. 6.2). Superimposed on die 

radial fabric are numerous, concentric dark rings which can be faint or 

pronounced in appearence. The concentric rings appear to terminate die 
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Fig. 6.2. "Sphemlite" pellets (type 5) in lower left and upper right comers 
display different size micritic cores in cross-polarized light. Stmctureless 
micrite pellets (type 1) are in center widi silty micrite pellets (type 2) in 
lower right comer. Scale bar should read 1mm. 
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Fig. 6.3. Photomicrograph (cross-polarized light) shows a large pellet in 
center which displays circumgranular cracking filled by microspar (type 3). 
Note the intemal rings of ferric oxide. Adjacent micrite pellets show 
preservation of detrital silt grains. 
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Fig. 6.4. Microcrystalline calcium carbonate pellet (type 3) in right center 
exhibits well defined rings of ferric oxide in cross-polarized Ught. 
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blades, yet growth of die blades contmues outward from die rings widi no 

change in optical or spatial orientation. Chafetz and Butier (1980) 

describe nearly identical peUetal stmctures in Recent caUche formed on 

the Cretaceous Edwards Formation of centtal Texas. They refer to these 

features as "sphemlites." The peUets they describe are monocrystaUine at 

present, yet strongly suggest recrystallization from numerous radiating 

fibrous crystals, as is stiU preserved in the Dockum peUets. The circular 

pattem observed in Dockum sphemlites may reflect bacterial origins, as 

suggested by Chafetz and Butier (1980). 

Trace Fossils 

RhizoUths are by far the most conspicuous trace fossU found in 

floodplain mudstones and claystones. Their shapes are generaUy simUar 

although their sizes vary greatly. Rhizoliths are cylindrical to oval in 

cross section with straight or sUghtiy curved lengths. Diameters range 

from 0.2 cm to 3 cm, widi lengths up to 25 cm. RhizoUdis have been 

classified into 5 basic types by Klappa (1980). Several of diese types are 

common in the Dockum; includmg, (1) rhizocretions (i.e., diagenetic 

mineral precipitation about live or dead roots), (2) root petrifications 

(i.e., paramorphic preservation of organic stmctures by mineral 

precipitates), (3) root molds, and (4) root casts (molds can be fiUed widi 

cement or sediment). Petrographic analysis of diin sections made from die 

larger rhizoUdis, some of which are root pettifications, reveal a complex 

intemal stmcture with some preservation of organic material about 

numerous oval-shaped centers, which may represent petioles of an 

adventitious root (Fig. 6.5). 
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Fig. 6.5. "Petiole" (associated with a siliceous root petrification) 
surrounded by preserved organic matter and chert (crossed polars). 
Interior of oval-shaped feature is rimmed widi chert followed by radial 
plumes of lengdi-fast chalcedony. 
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The distribution of rhizoUdis is widespread in overbank deposits. 

However, they are generaUy found in greatest abundance where overbank 

deposits have undergone significant pedogenesis, as indicated by 

pronounced red color (hue lOR) and/or by a high concentration of nodular 

calcite in discrete horizons. 

Composition of ihizocretions is, in aU but a few instances, calcite. 

Under alkaline soU conditions typical of semiarid environments, water 

flows down conduits created by root systems, and when the roots decay die 

void is often fiUed by the precipitation of calcite (Reeves, 1976). Calcite 

cement fiUing root molds is sparry. Mud stained by ferric iron often fiUs 

die cores of the larger rhizoliths. Hubert (1978) describes analogous 

ihizocretions in paleosol caUches of the New Haven Arkose (Newark 

Group), which is also of Late Triassic age. 

One exception to the general calcite composition of liiizoUths is 

found in a red horizon (Fig. 2.15, section C, meter 12.5) where clay 

content is very high in comparison to adjacent sediments. Root stmcmres 

in this obvious paleosol are for the most part replaced by quartz of various 

morphologies (Fig. 6.5). In addition, diere are no calcite nodules present 

in this zone. It is suggested that this paleosol records a period of increased 

rainfaU (subhumid) where soil conditions became less alkaline due to 

increased leaching. 

A second trace fossil found in overbank sediments and aUuvial 

alkaline paleosols are smaU, sparry-calcite-fiUed burrows. The burrow 

casts always show a bulbous end with a straight or single curved body (Fig. 

6.6). The casts average 7 to 8 mm in widdi and 15 mm in length. These 
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1 cm 

Fig. 6.6. Burrow cast stmctures (found 
in Dockum overbank sediments) possibly 
constmcted by bees or wasps for their 
larval cells exhibit dimensions and shapes 
as shown above. 
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burrow stmcttires probably were made by bees or wasps for dieir larval 

ceUs (Ekdale and odiers, 1984, see also sources cited dierein). Bromley 

and Asgaard (1979) identify simUar insect-burrow fills in Triassic 

continental red beds of die Fleming Fjord Formation of East Greenland. 

Some Genetic Interpretations of die Alluvial 
Alkaline Paleosols and its Implications for 

the Sedimentation Model 

Color, clay content, volume percent calcium carbonate, and 

maximum nodule diameter are believed to record changes in floodplain 

sediment accumulation rates. The primary conttols on the degree of K 

horizon development are climate and time. Fluctuations in temperature in 

the Dockum depositional area were likely insignificant because of the low 

Late Triassic latitude of 11 plus or minus 4 degrees north (Anderson and 

Schmidt, 1983; Smith and others, 1981). However, shifts m annual 

precipitation are likely to have taken place (discussed under Dockum 

paleocUmatology). Clay production rates are Unearly related to moisture 

and exponentially related to temperature (Jenny, 1941); dierefore, an 

increase in precipitation could account for increases m clay content at the 

expense of coarser sUt and sand grains, which is interpreted to have taken 

place m the lOR nodide-bearing paleosol horizons. However, the 

comciding abundance of pedogenic calcite nodules discredits the 

suggestion of a rainfaU increase accounting for the lOR paleosol 

properties. A more satisfactory explanation holds diat accretion rates 

slowed or ceased, on occasion, so diat where pedogenic processes became 

significant, the distinctive lOR paleosols could dien form. The 

pronounced red color of diese horizons indicates increased duration of 
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oxidation processes. X-ray diffraction analyses document die complete 

breakdown of biotite and significant reduction in Fe-bearing chlorite lib 

polytype m die lOR paleosols (using die reddish-brown mudstones for 

comparison). These minerals provided die ferrous iron which is rapidly 

converted to ferric oxide in a hot climate (Birkeland, 1974). 

It is reasoned that mineralogical comparisons between overbank 

samples can be conducted over a wide stratigraphic interval in the Dockum 

for the foUowing reasons: 

(1) As part of the fluvial-floodplain model, where a thick clastic sequence 

is being deposited, it is understood that sediment on the floodplain is 

derived fi-om the eroding uplands which feed the tmnk rivers. 

(2) Petrographic examination of the high order channel sandstones over 

wide spatial and stratigraphic distance reveal only minor differences in 

composition. Consistency in the high order channel sandstone 

composition must also be reflected in the unaltered overbank deposits. 

Finally, the lOR nodular calcite horizons do not support any 

evidence of iUuviation resulting from podzoUzation. Although 

podzolization could explain the prominent red color, the proposition is 

refuted by there being no overlying eUuviated horizon and by the m place 

accumulation of nodular calcite. 

Temporal Significance of Dockum Paleosols 

Because channel sandstone deposits do not lend diemselves to 

determining die completeness of a lidiological section (RetaUack, 1986), 

overbank deposits and paleosols must be examined for clues to dieir 

temporal significance. It is diought diat development of calcium carbonate 
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horizons is primarily a function of the duration of pedogenesis (e.g., 

Birkeland, 1974; Reeves, 1976). However, die many other conttibuting 

factors to K horizon development greatiy complicate the scenerio. The 

stage n development m carbonate accumulation described by GUe and 

others (1966) for nongraveUy materials requires over 50(X) years to form. 

SimUar development recorded in the Dockum floodplain deposits 

probably took somewhat more time to form because of lower surface-to-

goundwater infiltration rates associated with smaUer mean grain size of 

Dockum overbank sediments. The red, nodular-calcite horizons are 

inferred to represent between 5000 and 10,000 years of pedogenesis. 

Aside fix)m the sediments displaying weU developed paleosol 

characteristics, overbank deposit disconformities record floodplain 

erosion intervals of durations accoimtable for the development of a hiUy 

landscape (discussed in Dockum depositional model). 



CHAPTER Vn 

DOCKUM PALEOCLIMATOLOGY 

Reconstmction of Dockum paleocUmate is facUitated by clues found 

in the mineralogy of overbank sedknents and m the nature of paleosols 

developed widiin diese sedknents. Pettocalcic horizons found m die 

Dockum paleosols and in terresttial deposits of die Chinle Formation, 

Dolores Fomiation, and New Haven Aikose (these formations are aU 

correlative with the Dockum Formation) indicate a broad zone of 

moderate rainfaU extending far to the west and east-northeast of the 

Dockum depositional area. Also, recentiy pubUshed paleoclimatic models 

for the Late Triassic Pangean Supercontinent (discussed below) and 

comparison with similar latimdinal zones in north-central Africa are in 

agreement with the cUmatic ttends determined for the Dockum region of 

sedimentation. As discussed below, abundant evidence suggests a hot, 

semiarid to subhumid climate existed during deposition of Dockum 

sediments. Annual precipitation likely averaged between 40 and 100 cm. 

Temperatures were high during Dockum deposition because the 

area was positioned farther south at 11 plus or mmus 4 degrees nordi 

latittide. This paleolatitude is based on a kite Camian to early Norian age 

for die Dockum Formation (Cliatterjee, 1986) and die paleocontinental 

maps of Smidi and odiers (1981). The red color of overbank deposits and 

paleosols attest to high oxidation rates which prevaU in ttopical climates 
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(Jenny, 1941). In addition, organic-matter content is very low m die 

aUuvial-aUcalme paleosols and encompassmg overbank sedknents. Jenny 

(1941) found diat organic-matter m soils decrease exponentially widi 

rismg temperattire. The hot Dockum clmiate spurred microbial activity 

which rapidly consumed decaying organic material on the aUuvial 

floodplain. 

The types and proportions of clay mmerals formed m place m 

Dockum paleosols mdicate low-leaching rates which are atttibutable to 

moderate ramfaU. As mentioned earlier (overbank sedknents chapter), 

calcium montmoriUonite clay minerals are highly susceptible to leachmg; 

they rarely persist above 100 cm annual precipitation, and m warm 

climates with felsic igneous parent materials, smectites are most abundant 

at less than 50 cm precipitation (Biikeland, 1974; see also sources cited 

therein). Formation of smectite clay minerals can occur at higher 

precipitation amounts if (1) intemal soU dramage is restricted (reduces 

leaching), (2) temperatures are high, or (3) if cations suitable for fittmg 

between the 2:1 layers (Ca+2 and Na+ are best) are plentiful in soil 

solutions. Drainage on the Dockum floodplain probably varied with 

location and time. During periods of trunk-river incision and degradation 

of the floodplain, drainage was very good; whereas, drainage was poor 

during episodes of rapid floodplain aggradation. Because mamre 

paleosols are interpreted as having formed during periods of floodplain 

stability (little or no accretion) or degradation (discussed further m 

Dockum depositionl model), it is reasoned that floodplain drainage was 

generaUy good during those interludes. Therefore, it is not inferred that 
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poor drainage resulted m smectite formation at higher dian predicted 

amounts of precipitation. However, an abundance of metamorphic schist 

grams m die overbank deposits made readily available, upon dissolution, 

suitable mterlayer cations for smectite formation; die cation availabiUty 

may have extended smectite production to a higher annual precipitation 

dian found with felsic igneous parent materials (Barshad, 1966). 

Moreover, the relative paucity of kaolinite also indicates that annual 

precipitation was low enough to aUow for minimal leaching. Kaolinite 

clay production occurs at the expense of montmoriUonite clays with an 

increase m precipitation (Barshad, 1966). 

In additon, the presence of nodular-calcite-bearing paleosols m the 

Dockum indicate rainfaU was low enough so that leaching did not remove 
water soluble Ca"*"2 and HCO3- ions from the soils and mto the 

groundwater system. Netteiberg (1971) suggests that dispersed caliche 

nodules in alkaline soUs occur in regions that average less than 80 cm 

annual precipitation (based on modem soil studies in South Africa). 

Explanations as to why no weU developed pettocalcic horizons (stage 3 or 

4 of GUe, 1966) formed m the Dockum soUs may reflect a variety of 

mfluencing factors (e.g., grain size, parent material composition, time 

length of induration, soil organic systems, clknate, and so forth). Possibly 

rainfaU was high enough during Dockum sedimentation to preclude the 

formation of thick, impermeable calcrete horizons. 

An arid clknate during the Dockum deposition is refuted by 

paleontological evidence and by lack of primary evaporite deposits. Areas 

of restricted drainage during periods of floodplam accretion would have 
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been favorable for brine-pan formation if die clknate was arid. In 

addition, large Dockum herbivores (Chatterjee, 1986) likely had 

vegetation sources away from die perennial rivers. If die Dockum climate 

was arid, vegetation would have been scarce away from mam river 

channels. Pettified logs are confined to die lag of high order channel 

sandstones which suggests large ttiees were restticted to areas adjacent to 

the mam rivers and/or to upland headwater regions. Whereas, numerous 

rhizoUths present in the overbank sediments and low order channel 

sandstones mdicate relatively smaU plants, adapted to die semiarid to near-

subhumid clknate, popidated areas away from large rivers. RetaUack 

(1986) beUeves that scattered large root traces in alkalme paleosols are 

good evidence for a previously existing savannah-type vegatation cover. 

The African continent, owkig to its size and latitudinal position, 

serves as a good model for gaming further insight into what the Dockum 

climate may have been like. Figure 7.1 shows the calculated Dockum 

paleolatitude with 95 percent confidence limits overprinted on a mean 

annual precipitation isogram map of the African continent. From the 

figure it is clear that the corresponding 11 degree north latitude in Africa 

Ues within a climatic transition zone from the humid ttopics to the south 

and the arid desert to the north. Paleoclimatic models reviewed and 

presented by Hay and others (1982) for Pangea during the Late Triassic 

also show the Dockum location in a climatic transition zone. Modem 

vegetation in this region of Africa (Fig. 7.2) is of savannah (grass and 

shmb) and steppe (short grass) types. Dockum vegetation away from die 

trunk rivers must have been relatively barren in comparison to these 
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scale 
I : 470.000,000 

Fig. 7.1 Mean annual precipitation isogram map (cm units) 
of the African continent. Dockum paleolatitude (^11°) 
widi 95 percent confidence limits are also overprinted on 
the map. (Modified from Times Adas Of The Worid, 1980). 
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regions of Africa because grasses did not evolve until middle Tertiary 

tkne (EUas, 1942). Reeves (1976) kicludes a map of Africa showkig die 

probable distribution of caliche widim diat comment based on soil data 

(Fig. 7.3). He extends nodular caUche distribution to below 10 degrees 

north latitude which corresponds widi annual precipitations of up to 100 

cm per year (seemmgly high ramfaU for caliche development). Calcium 

carbonate decreases in solubiUty with increasing temperature, whUe 

evaporation and evapotranspiration rates increase with increasing 

temperature (which reduces leaching and concentrates translocated Ca+2 
and HCO3" ions). Therefore, in hot climates caliche formation wiU persist 

at a higher average annual precipitation than in cooler climates. Because 

the Dockum climate was probably hot, rainfaU totals may have often 

reached 100 cm per year with concomittant nodular calcite development 

StiU occurring. 

Evidence of similar climatic conditions existing far to the west and 

northwest of the Dockum depositional area are found m stage 3 K horizon 

development in paleosols of the Upper Triassic Dolores Formation, 

soudiwestem Colorado (Blodgett, 1980), and ki caUche-bearing soUs of 

the Upper Triassic Chinle Formation, southem Utah and northern 

Arizona (Blakey and Gubitosa, 1983). In addition, die Upper Triassic 

New Haven Arkose (Newark Group), Connecticut, contams numerous 

diick calcrete horizons of up to stage 4 K horizon maturity (Hubert, 1978), 

which suggests semi-aridity extended thousands of kUometers east-

northeast of the Dockum sedknentation region during die Late Triassic. 

Bodi die abundance of pettocalcic profUes and die stage development of 
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Fig. 7.3. Probable caliche occurrence in Africa based on soil data. 
(From Reeves, 1976). 
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bodi the Dolores and the New Haven Arkose aUuvial-alkaline paleosols 

exceeds that which is observed in Dockum paleosols. Possibly the clknate 

to the north of the Dockum area became increasingly arid in a broad, 

roughly east-to-west trending climatic transition belt (as predicted by the 

contemporary African model); this coidd account for die Dolores 

Formation and New Haven Aikose containing better developed petrocalcic 

horizons than found in the Dockum Formation. 



CHAPTER Vm 

DOCKUM FLUVL\L DEPOSITIONAL MODEL 

Ruvial Svstem Variables and Tmnk Stream 
Hvdromorphologic Characteristics 

The Dockum depositional model presented m this report is a 

complex fluvial model involvmg numerous stream types of proximal to 

distal headwater origins. In addition, this model considers the many 

variables which affect any fluvial system and interprets the effects of those 

variables mferred to have had the greatest influence on Late Triassic 

Dockum sedimentation. However, before investigating the variables of 

primary influence on Dockum deposition it is appropriate to review the 

character of the largest Dockum rivers because they reflect the combined 

influence of these variables and represent the primary medium of Dockum 

sediment deposition. 

Abundant field evidence indicates Dockum high order fluvial 

systems (first and second order) were large, freely meandering rivers of 

high sinuousity (P > 1.65) and mixed-load to suspended-load character. 

Quantified estimates of Dockum first and second order channel 

sinuousities were presented ki the paleogeomorphic section of chapter 5. 

Pokit estknates made uskig Schumm's (1972) relation (Table 5.1, Eq. 13) 

and Leeder's (1973) smuousity plot suggest skiuousities of 1.7 to 2.0 for 

Dockum high order channels. These high smuousity values agree widi 

Dockum sedimentologic evidence commonly used ki distinguishkig 
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meandering fluvial depositional systems. This sedknentologic evidence 

kicludes: 

(1) Prominent lateral accretion stmcttires commonly displayed m die high 

order channel sands (Figs. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). 

(2) Abandoned channels fiUed with organic-rich "clay plug" sedknents 

(Fig. 2.10) or channel-fiU facies (Fig's. 2.3 and 2.22). 

(3) High order channel sands exhibk low width-depth ratios (Table 5.1). 

(4) AreaUy extensive exhumed meander belts of mostiy blanket 

geometries (chapter 2). 

(5) Sttongly obUque dune migration to down-channel axis (Fig. 2.17). 

(6) Very large, yet symmetrical variance in ttough foreset dip azimuths 

the vector mean in Dockum high order sand directional smdies (Figs. 

4.1 and 4.2). 

(7) Large proportion of oveibank sediments in comparison to channel 

sands. 

Criteria 1, 2,4, and 5 may be considered typical of meandering streams in 

general (Jackson, 1978); however, criteria 3,6, and 7 provide more 

specific support for a highly smuous Dockum channel morphology (MiaU, 

1974; Schumm, 1981). Because fluvial overbank mudrocks comprise 75 

to 80 percent of die Dockum section, the donor, high order aUuvial 

channels certakdy transported abundant sik and mud m suspension, which 

was strewn onto floodplakis during periodic flood events. AUuvial 

channels become increaskigly narrow and deep widi an kicrease m 

suspended load, and channels widi low widdi-depdi ratios are typicaUy die 

most smuous (Schumm, 1960; 1968; 1972). High suspended load channels 
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typicaUy have low widdi-depdi ratios because overbank clays and silts 

provide bank cohesion, which is further enhanced by bank vegetation 

(Schumm, 1977). Such stabilized banks are capable of widistandkig high 

near-bank current velocities which would erode bands composed of 

friable sand or gravel with Uttie clay-sik matrix (typical of bed-load 

stteams). Furthermore, in channels carrying predominantiy gravel as bed 

load, the coarse detritus "armors" the channel bed which promotes a high 

width-depth ratio (Schumm, 1960). Because Dockum sediments are 

predominantiy overbank silt and clay with the high order channels 

comprised mostiy of sand (gravels limited to thalweg facies), it is not 

surprising that channel width-depth ratios imply these stteams were mixed 

load to suspended load in character with sinuousities greater than 1.65. 

The nature of channels and associated fluvial deposits are most 

significantiy mfluenced by (a) type of stream load, (b) volume of stteam 

load, and (c) stream discharge characteristics (Schumm, 1977). 

Numerous drainage system variables conttol diese discharge parameters. 

These variables kiclude Udiology, climate, tectonic activity of dramage 

baski, and headwater region, downstream base level changes, vegetation, 

reUef of dramage baski, and topography (Schumm, 1977). As discussed m 

previous chapters, clues to the namre of most of diese variables are found 

ki die Dockum sands and, to a greater extent, ki die overbank sedknents 

and paleosols. 

Dockum channel sandstone pettographic and paleocurrent smdies 

(chapters 3 and 4) suggest a Dockum metamorphic source terraki lykig 

due soudi, probably widiki die metamorphic core complex of die Ouachita 
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orogenic bek (Dickenson, 1981). Dockum ttunk stteams (first order) 

likely had headwaters m die Ouachita system widi stteam lengdis estknated 

at 330 to 450 km (Flawn and Goldstem, 1961 uskig dieir geologic map of 

die Ouachita sttiicttiral belt). The erodibUity of die Ouachita highlands is 

reflected ki die high concentration of metamorphic quartz and schists 

found ki Dockum high order sands (average 16% by volume). The 

topographic prommence or reUef of die Ouachita orogenic bek may have 

been substantial. Because mean reUef of die dramage baski is 

exponentiaUy related to sedknent yield (Schumm, 1977), inital reUef and 

relief adjustment through tectonic activity can significantiy affect trunk-

stteam load character. 

Based on the widespread development of aUuvial-alkaline paleosols 

and predominance of authigenic montmoriUonite clays (chapters 6 and 7), 

Dockum climate ki the kitrabasinal smdy region (Fig. 1.1) is mferred to 

have been semiarid to subhumid. Uplands of the Ouachita orogenic belt 

may have been more humid. Relationships developed in modem studies 

between sediment yield and various precipitation parameters (e.g., 

Langbeki and Schumm, 1958; WelUng and Webb, 1983) do not apply to 

pre-Cenozoic time (Schumm, 1977) because of vast differences ki ancient 

plant Ufe and ki their abUities to colonize interfluve regions of moderate to 

low rainfaU. Modem sedknent yield studies conducted m contmental 

climates indicate maximum sediment yield at about 30 cm annual 

precipitation for an annual mean temperature of 50OF (Langbeki and 

Schumm, 1958). However, ki Triassic tkne Schumm (1977) estknates diat 

sedknent yield mcreased Ikieariy widi precipitation up to approxunately 
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70 cm mean annual precipitation (near subhumid), widi sedknent yield 

peakkig at approxunately 105 cm precipitation (subhumid cUmate). 

Hence, sediment yields from Dockum headwater and kitrabaskial regions 

were very high in comparison to simUar, contemporary clknatic regions 

(assummg constancy of odier fluvial system variables); diis was especiaUy 

tme during phases of Dockum floodplam degradation. In addition, 

primarily due to an absence of grasses ki Triassic tkne, runoff reached 

approximately 70 to 80 percent of mean annual precipitation ki the 

Dockum semiarid to subhumid clknate (40 to 1(X) cm annual 

precipitation), which compares with a 10 to 25 percent mean annual 

runoff proportion in the case of modem vegetation and simUar 

precipitation values (Schumm, 1977 using his Fig. 3.5). A lack of uniform 

ground cover spurs high mnoff because drainage density increases where 

plant roots have not stabiUzed the soU, and secondly, sheet runoff is 

kihibited by vegetation (especiaUy grasses). Therefore, because primkive 

Triassic vegetation was probably unable to effectively stabiUze upland and 

kiterfluvial areas ki a semiarid to subhumid clknate, runoff rates were 

very high, which resulted m high, relatively short-Uved peak discharges 

("flashy" discharge) for aU Dockum stteam orders. 

As mentioned earUer, river morphology and associated deposits are 

mfluenced by cUmate, diasttophism, and ultimate base level changes; 

however k is difficuk to distinguish die magnittide of kifluence 

conttibuted by any one of diese variables ki die fluvial sedknentary record 

because changes ki any one of diese variables can produce sknUar effects. 

For example, scouring of ttiink stteam channels can be brought about by 
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any of die foUowkig mdependant variable changes: (1) a drop m ukknate 

base level, (2) uplift in headwater region or (3) an kicrease in precipitation 

such diat dramage baski vegetation kicreases significantiy. However, 

paleosols potentiaUy can be used to correlate clknatic changes widi tmnk 

stteam aggradation or incision events where odier influencing variables 

can be interpreted to have remamed esentially constant (RetaUack, 1986). 

Furthermore, disconformities in overbank sediments and paleosols may be 

used to discem hiUy topographies, which developed on the floodplam 

during a degradational phase and were later covered by floodplain 

sediments during an aggradational phase (Kraus and Middleton, 1987). 

Multiple phases of floodplain aggradation and degradation are recorded in 

Dockum sediments most prominently through contrasting orientation of 

sheetflood sands intercalated with overbank mudstones and siltstones. 

OccasionaUy, steeply dipping fifdi order channel gravels are found in 

which an upper channel gravel truncates a lower fifth order channel 

dipping in an opposing direction. 

Reconstmction of Multiple Episodes of 
Incision and Aggradation 

At die BuU Creek locality, numerous disconformities are kidicated 

by truncated, steeply dippkig sheetflood sands amongst floodplam 

mudstones and siltstones (see facies description). More dramaticaUy, 

steeply dippkig, fifdi order channel gravels often display tmncation by 

overlykig channel gravels trending in an opposed dip direction. The 

outcrop photo shown ki figure 2.32 iUustrates a channel gravel sharply 

truncating an underlying channel gravel. Apparent dip of die lower, 
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diicker (-- 80 cm) channel gravel is 5 degrees to die left; whereas, die 

upper channel gravel (behkid stadia rod) displays an apparent dip of 12 

degrees directed obliquely towards die foreground. Truncation of die 

lower channel gravel combkied widi diek conttastkig down-channel dips 

mdicate disconformities which were produced by multiple episodes of 

guUykig and deposkion during a period of overaU floodplam accretion. 

Figure 8.1 demonstt-ates die multiple phases of floodplam 

degradation and aggradation necessary to produce the fluvial sequence 

found at die BuU Creek locality (Fig. 2.32). These phases of aggradation 

and degradation within the intrabasinal region mirror trunk stream (local 

base level) incision and aggradation events; and, as previously discussed, 

changes in channel character reflect changes in stteam load or discharge 

parameters, which may be stimulated by climatic change, diasttophism, or 

downstream base-level fluctuations. 

As figure 8.1 iUustrates, channel gravel deposits typicaUy occupy 

guUy portions of a degraded floodplain landscape, and thek preservation 

signals the remm to floodplain accretion. AUuvial alkaline paleosols 

likely began formkig ki kiterfluves toward the end of an aggradational 

phase, when floodplam accretion rates had slowed (Fig. 8.1a). A 

subsequent degradational phase aUowed further development of the 

paleosols as die floodplam became weU drained. As floodplain 

degradation progressed, die headward erosion of low order sttieam 

channels dissected die mostiy flat aUuvial plaki and a hUl and guUy 

topography was formed (discussed later). At die same tkne, calcite 

nodules were eroded from immattire calcretes and ttansported into fifdi 
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incision/floodplain erosion, e: Second phase of floodplain aggradation. 
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order channel gravels dirough newly formed riUs (Fig. 8.1b), which had 

developed as runoff mcreased due to a lowering of trunk stream base 

level. A rettim to floodplam aggradation (Fig. 8.1c) caused back-fiUkig 

of guUies as ttimk stt-eam base level rose (Schumm, 1977). Back-fiU 

sediment was derived from a number of sources: (1) longitudkial fiU 

from headward erosion, (2) slope wash fi-om elevated guUy waUs, and (3) 

overbank flood sedknent from high order streams. Furthermore, as fifth 

order channels were rapidly aggrading, they commonly topped their own 

shaUow banks (during intrabainal flood events) and dispersed sheetflood 

sands lateraUy away fi-om their channel axes. Later, trunk stream incision 

renewed floodplain degradation, producing a new guUy and hill 

topography with concomittant formation of riUs and fifth order channel 

gravels in new locations (Fig. 8.Id). Recentiy formed aUuvial-alkaline 

soUs were eroded, and buried fifth order channel gravels were eroded and 

incised by new gravel channels occupying the bases of erosional gulUes. 

FinaUy, aggradational processes resumed on the floodplain (Fig. 8.1e) as 

trunk stteam base level rose, causing back-fiUing of Dockum paleoguUies 

by proceses described above. 

It was common during floodplain aggradational phases for fifth 

order channels to undergo avulsion as kiterconnected gulUes underwent 

varying rates of back-fiUing. The avulsion mechanism provides a sknple 

explanation for fifth order gravel channels only occupykig portions of 

guUy-fiU sequences. 
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Dockum Fluvial Depositional Model and Associated 
Paleotopographies During Aggradational 

and Degradational Phases 

Aggradational Phase 

The BuU Creek case study (above) provides valuable kisight into 

floodplam responses brought about by changes ki trunk stream base levels. 

By combinkig diese kiterfluvial response models with die hierarchy of 

Dockum fluvial sands presented in chapter 2, Dockum depositional models 

may be constmcted to describe sediment depositional processes, channel 

characters, and paleotopographies during major phases of floodplain 

kicision and aggradation. 

Figure 8.2 iUustrates the character of Dockum fluvial systems and 

thek associated deposits towards the end of a lengthy aggradational phase. 

Channel bed aggradation within the trunk stteam (regionaUy represented 

by first order channels) results in widespread overbank clay and silt 

deposition during high discharge events, thereby causing floodplain 

accretion. Furthermore, low order channel sands/gravels, which are most 

active during floodplain degradation phases and early during floodplain 

accretion phases, also aggrade and disperse sheetflood sands during 

mttabaskial flood events (Fig. 8.1c, e). At die onset of an aggradational 

phase, fourdi order channels were often braided as floodplain topographic 

relief was high, and die kitrabaskial sediment load contakied abundant 

gravels (mostiy caUche peUets and calcitic siltstone/sandstone gravels). 

Unionid clams especiaUy dirived ki aggradkig fifdi order channel gravels 

which were becomkig kicreasingly less weU drakied. During unusuaUy 

long periods of ttiink stream aggradation, low order Dockum channels 
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were completely fiUed by widespread deposition of silts and clays from 

Dockum high order streams. 

Blanket sand deposits were generated by first order channels with 

blanket to tabular shaped sand bodies deposited by the smaUer, second 

order channels as an aggradation phase progressed (Fig. 8.2). Blanket 

sand deposits resulted from the lateral migration of high order Dockum 

rivers within broad meander belts (see Table 5.1 for dknension estknates). 

High order stream channel avulsion likely assisted in extending widths of 

meander-belt sands to as much as tens of kUometers (e.g., Macy Ranch 

Sandstone, Fig. 2.6). Amalgamation of high order channel sands 

("channel phases" of outcrop drawings) were produced by lateral channel 

migration over previously deposited Dockum high order sands (AUen, 

1970). 

GraveUy thalweg facies of first order channels contam an 

abundance of intrabasinal conglomerate (see facies description). The 

cause for wide variation ki dialweg facies gravel content may be found in 

die periodic flushkig of large volumes of mttabaskial gravels from low 

order Dockum stteams, which is typical of dramage areas of high 

sedknent production (Schunun, 1977). However, flucttiations ki clknate 

also could produce die observed variabUity ki dialweg gravel content 

(Schumm, 1977). 

Dockum diird order sand bodies also were generated during 

aggradational phases (Fig. 8.1). These channel sands are smaU ki 

comparison to sandstone bodies deposited by die high order sttieams. The 

low width-depdi ratios of diird order sands and dieir frequent occurrence 
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as abandoned channel deposits kidicates diat they were mostly suspended-

load stt-eams during die aggradational phases, and diey commonly 

underwent avulsion in the low gradient aUuvial plaki. 

The braided character of Dockum fourth order channel sands is 

evidenced by their multi-story tabular deposits comprised of abundant 

gravels (discussed ki chapter 2). These channel deposits accumulated 

during the kiitial stages of floodplain aggradation, which is also tme for 

the very smaU fifth order channel gravel deposits. 

Degradational Phase 

As previously mentioned, extended periods of trunk stteam kicision 

produced increased runoff as the aUuvial plain became increasingly 

elevated with respect to tmnk stream base level. Increased runoff spurred 

dissection of an easUy eroded, elevated floodplain through headward 

erosion by low order stteam channels and numerous riUs (which often 

developed into fifth order channels). Figure 8.3 iUusttates a dissected 

floodplain brought about by a long phase of Dockum tmnk stream 

kicision. In addition, figure 8.3 depicts a Dockum degradational phase 

which is subsequent to the aggradational phase of figure 8.2 by several 

phases of aggradation and degradation. TypicaUy, sheetflood sands aUow 

discernment of former hill and gully topographies (Fig. 8.3). 

As mentioned earlier, aUuvial aUcalkie paleosols developed as 

floodplam accretion rates slowed and dien ceased widi commencement of 

ttamk stteam kicision. SoU development was spurred as die former 

floodplam became kicreaskigly weU drained. As discussed m die Dockum 

overbank chapter, die "maturity" or "K horizon" development of alkalme 
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soUs is mfluenced by many factors (e.g., tkne, clknate, supply of Ca, 

dramage conditions, and organic systems). Headward erosion by fifth 

order channels and riUs may have prohibited most Dockum soils from 

reachmg fuU maturity. Moreover, erosion and reworkkig of floodplakis 

by meandering high order stream channels ki subsequent cycles of incision 

and aggradation reduced die preservation potential of the more mature 

alkaline paleosols because the soils of greatest maturity formed atop hiUs 

that were not denuded by riU and channel erosion (Fig. 8.3). Conversely, 

guUy-fiU sediments were much more likely to be preserved in Dockum 

sediments. This hypothesis is supported by numerous guUy-fiU exposures 

similar to those found at the BuU Creek locality (Fig. 8.1), where guUy-fiU 

sediments contain fifth order gravels comprised mostiy of calcite nodules 

eroded from Dockum paleosols; but intercalated overbank siltstones and 

mudstones show Uttie or no paleosol development. 

In addition, figure 8.3 iUustrates the incision of low order channels 

kito previously deposited blanket sands which became elevated with 

respect to trunk stream base level during the degradational phase. Erosion 

and incision of blanket sands provides the bulk of sand found ki dikd, 

fourdi, and fifth order channel sandstones. Weadiering of exhumed high 

order sands combined with mechanical breakdown in the inttabaskial 

stteam channels caused the reduced mean phyUarenite sand grain size and 

decrease ki unstable metamorphic rock fragments (schists) associated widi 

channel sands of diird, fourdi, and fifth order (see discussion ki 

petrography chapter). 
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Sedknentologic evidence does not suggest any major changes ki 

Dockum high order channel morphology during degradational phases as 

compared to phases of kicision. However, because diese large meander 

bek sands are mostiy preserved in phases of channel aggradation, k is 

difficult to rigorously assess channel morphologies during extended 

periods of trunk steam kicision. SimUarly, preserved diird order channel 

sands predominantiy reflect aggradational phase channel character by 

their suspended-load to mixed-load geometries (discussed in chapter 5). 

This suggests that intrabasinal gravel supply from low order stteams was 

much reduced in comparison to the large volumes generated during phases 

of trunk stream incision. The lack of thkd order channel sands exhibiting 

characteristics of higher bed load ttansport may be resolved through an 

alternative explanation, which holds that third order channels (of the type 

described in this report) did not exist during degradational phases. 

Instead, fourth order and fifth order streams dominated the inttabaskial 

region during these phases, with large fourth order channels directiy 

feeding the high order stream channels. This interpretation is supported 

by the 3 to 4 m depdis of the largest fourdi order channels (discussed ki 

chapter 2). To be sure, diese chaimel depths, combkied widi their broad 

cross-channel profUes, suggest discharge from large fourth order 

channels may have been of similar magnitude to that of third order 

streams. 

Contrasting Dockum Depositional Models 

Aldiough many sttidies have been made of die Dockum Formation 

during die past 100 years, k was not until recently (McGowen and odiers. 
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1979; 1983) diat detailed facies analysis has been conducted and utUized in 

extensive Dockum paleogeographic and depositional system 

reconstt-uctions. These recent kivestigators (McGowen and odiers, 1979; 

1983) use locaUy detailed field studies diroughout much of die Dockum 

outcrop areas in eastem New Mexico and west Texas (Fig. 1.1) as a guide 

to interpret Dockum subsurface data. McGowen and others (1979) 

identify 8 fluvial facies, 11 deltaic facies, and 4 lacustrine facies ki diek 

field work. Many of these facies were observed by McGowen and odiers 

(1979) ki the same area of detailed field study described here (Fig. 2.7). 

However, in my Dockum field kivestigation I found no evidence of deltaic 

or lacustrine facies; furthermore, paleoslope ttends inferred by McGowen 

and others (1979; 1983) for this area are nearly opposite to those indicated 

by detaUed paleocurrent studies of this report (chapter 4). 

Several deltaic and lacustrine facies examples described in measured 

sections or outcrop photos in the work of McGowen and others (1979) 

were examined during my field work, and subsequentiy described in this 

investigation. Because the differences in facies interpretations between 

this study and McGowen and others (1979) serve as the basis for 

conttasting Dockum depositional models, it is appropriate to iUusttate 

these differences in facies interpretations at representative locaUties for 

die benefit of future Dockum investigators. First, "lacustrine" and 

"mudflat" facies described by McGowen and odiers (1979, see diek Figs. 

13 and 14) are kiterpreted as paleosols developed ki fluvial overbank 

facies ki diis report (e.g.. Fig. 6.1). Secondly, "delta foreset facies" of 

McGowen and odiers (1979, see dieir Fig. 22) are distkiguished as distal 
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sheetflood sands kitercalated widi overbank mudstone/sikstone ki diis 

kivestigation (see Fig. 2.37 and associated sheetflood facies discussion). 

Thirdly, various "deltaic facies" described ki detail from die large capping 

sandstone located on die Dalby Ranch ("Dalby Ranch Sandstone" of diis 

report) by McGowen and odiers (1979, see dieir Figs. 14 and 15) are 

kiterpreted as first order channel sand fluvial facies ki diis study (see Figs. 

2.14 and 2.18 and pertinent text discussion). From their Dalby Ranch sand 

iUustrations, it appears that a critical difference in sedknentary stmcture 

kiterpretation between this study and that of McGowen and odiers (1979) 

is that their "delta front foreset bedding" is equivalent to the fluvial lateral 

accretion bedding of this study. A last example of contradiction in facies 

interpretation is the "distributary channel" facies interpretation given by 

McGowen and others (1979, their Fig. 16) for what is described in this 

report as the upper point bar facies of a first order channel sand, 

displaying weU-defined lateral accretion bedding and obliquely oriented 

large ttough foresets (see Fig. 2.2, meters 18 to 28 and first order channel 

sandstone upper point bar facies discussion). 

Aside from differences in facies kiterpretations, sharply contrasting 

directions of inferred Dockum paleoslope between this report and 

McGowen and others (1979; 1983) are significant. McGowen and odiers 

(1979; 1983) use subsurface sandstone percentage maps to infer paleoslope 

from sandstone disttibution pattems. Paleoslope ttends mferred from 

outcrop-derived primary sedimentary stmcture paleocurrent data are 

considered by McGowen and odiers (1979) to be of secondary knportance. 

McGowen and odiers (1979; 1983) use sandstone percentage maps as "first 
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order" paleoslope kidicators; whereby, a general soudiwest directed 

depositional pattem ki Garza and nordiem Borden counties is mferred. 

This direction of depositional dip conttasts sharply widi die N20E 

Dockum paleoslope azknudi mferred from die extensive Macy Ranch 

Sandstone paleocurrent sttidy (chapter 4, same counties). A northerly 

Dockum paleoslope is contt-ary to an expected westward paleoslope uskig 

McGowen and odiers (1979; 1983) Dockum lacusttine model. 

Furthermore, a recent smdy of the Dockum Formation ki northeast New 

Mexico concludes that trunk stream flow was from south to north (DeLuca 

and Eriksson, 1986). Hence, additional Dockum paleocurrent woik may 

substantiate a general northward depositional dip trend for Dockum 

fluvial systems of west Texas and eastem New Mexico. 

Summary and Conclusions 

This study demonstrates diat Dockum sandstones exposed in the smdy 

area are of fluvial origin. Furthermore, Dockum channel sands can be 

classified into five orders, which represent fluvial deposits from differing 

stteam types. The largest channel sands are ranked first order, with 

decreasing channel size generaUy corresponding to lower order rank. For 

each of the five orders of fluvial sandstones distkiguished ki outcrop, a 

vertical Uthofacies model is presented. These Udiofacies models are 

"composite" models which represent die norm of vertical facies ttends for 

a particular sand body order. Lidiofacies models facUitate hydrodynamic 

kiterpretation and aUow for comparison between die different channel 

sand orders. 

First and second order Dockum channel sandstones display sknilar 
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sequences of sedknentary sttiicttires and gram size ttends. This is 

reflected m nearly identical channel facies. These high order channel 

sands contam dialweg facies, lower pokit bar facies, and upper pokit bar 

facies. Promkient lateral accretion beddkig widiin diese channel sands 

aUows delineation of different channel facies and separation of channel 

phases in compound sand bodies. Composite lithofacies models for high 

order fluvial sands are consistent widi ttaditional vertical fluvial facies 

models for meander bends, which dictate deposition on a point bar where 

secondary flow is fiiUy developed. First order fluvial sandtones are 

distinguished from second order sandstones by their larger size, lower 

clay + sUt content, overaU coarser grain size, larger maximum and 

average trough set thickness, and often extensive thalweg facies in gravel. 

Thkd order channel sands are unique because of their combination of 

fine grain size, high clay + sUt content, and predominance of planar 

sttatification. However, thek cross-channel shape (asymmetrical, w/d 

ratio ~ 10) is very simUar to first and second order channels. Fourdi and 

fifth order channel sandstones are distinguished from aU odier Dockum 

sandstone types by the abundance of coarse texmred dettitus, bknodal 

sortkig, exclusively kitrabaskial sediment composition, absence of lateral 

accretion bedding, high sik + clay content, size, and channel geometties. 

The largest fourth order channel sands and die smallest fifth order channel 

gravels represent endmembers of a complete specttiim between diese two 

channel sand orders. Relatively high channel widdi-depdi ratios (average 

25 to 30) and abundant gravel dettittis suggest fourdi and fifdi order 

Stt-eams were high bed load mixed-load channels of low smuousity. 
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Quantitative estknates of paleochannel morphology, hydrology, and 

geomorphology were derived for Dockum first, second, and dikd order 

channel sands mostiy dirough empirical relations developed from modem 

sttieam sttidies (Table 5.1). The empirical relations of Schumm (1978, his 

mediod II) are considered to be especiaUy relevant to Dockum 

paleochannel reconstmction. Estknates of channel dknension parameters 

(widdi and depdi) were readily determkied dirough abandoned meanders, 

weU developed lateral accretion beddkig, and complete finkig-upward 

cycles. The accuracy of diese channel dknension estimates is reflected in 

relatively smaU possible error estimates about calculated stream variable 

pokit values. In several cases, a channel variable was calculated through 

more than one means, which aUowed for comparison of the results gained 

through different approaches. 

Hydrologic reconstmction of Dockum first, second, and thkd order 

channels reveals that first order stream bankfuU discharge was roughly 3 

times greater than second order channels, and 10 to 20 times greater than 

thkd order stteams. Fkst order channels also carried a sUghtiy higher 

proportion of bed-load detritus than first and second order channels. AU 

three of these channel sand orders display abimdant evidence that they 

were deposited by high smuousity (P>1.65) streams. Stt-eam lengdi and 

drainage baski area estimates sttongly suggest diat first order channels 

were trunk stteams that had headwaters several hundred kilometers 

upstteam; whereas, third order channel lengdi estknates mdicate diey 

were intrabasinal stteams. 

Aside from channel sandstones, several Dockum proxknal overbank 
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facies were identified du-ough field-determined association widi donor 

channel sands. Levee and splay facies are always associated widi Dockum 

high order channel sandstones; whereas, proxknal and distal sheetflood 

sands are generaUy correlated widi overbank deposits origkiating from 

fourdi order channel sandstones. Distal sheetflood sands are nearly 

ubiquitous amongst Dockum overbank mudstones/siltstones, and diey are 

especiaUy useful ki recontmctkig Dockum paleotopographic form 

associated with phases of Dockum floodplain kicision and aggradation. 

Dockum overbank deposits contain numerous paleosols at many 

stratigraphic levels. Dockum paleosols are recognized by color, modes of 

calcite nodule occurrence, and rhizoUth abundance. Dockum paleosols 

contain up to30 percent nodular calcite by volume, widi some nodules as 

large as 8 cm in diameter. Dockum paleosols of highest nodular calcite 

concenttation almost always are associated with claystone horizons of hue 

lOR (colors weak red and red). The increased redness of these horizons 

compared to the typical reddish-brown overbank sediment color is 

attributable to increased duration of oxidation processes. In addition, 

because clay content is significantiy higher ki the lOR paleosols (as 

compared to the bulk of Dockum overbank sediments), k is mferred that 

clay was produced in diese horizons. X-ray diffractogram pattems taken 

from Dockum paleosol samples identify Ca-rich montomoriUonite as die 

clay generated (at the expense of coarser sik grams) ki die paleosols. 

Several types of ihizoUdis are widely disttibuted dirough Dockum 

overbank sedknents; however, diey are usuaUy most abundant ki horizons 
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of high nodular calcite content and/or ki bands exhibitkig high oxidation 

colors (red to purpUsh-red). 

Reconsttuction of Dockum paleoclknate is facUitated du-ough clues 

found ki die mineralogy of Dockum overbank sedknents and ki die namre 

of Dockum paleosols. A hot, semiarid to subhumid Dockum clknate is 

inferred from several cUmatic indicators: 

(1) Widespread development of caliche horizons (kidicates low-leachkig 

environment). 

(2) MontmoriUonite clays (associated with low-leachkig environments) 

comprise the bulk of Dockum overbank sediments and were produced 

in Dockum paleosols. 

(3) Red color of overbank deposits and mcreased redness of paleosols 

attest to high oxidation rates (suggests high temperature). 

(4) Low organic matter content in overbank sediments and paleosols 

(organic matter decreases exponentiaUy with a rise in soU 

temperature). 

Furthermore, during Late Triassic time the smdy area (Fig. 1.1) was 

positioned at approximately 1 l^N latimde. Dockum clknatic 

interpretation matches closely with the ulterior African climate at similar 

latitude. 

From petrographic study, die proportion of essential grain constiments 

do not aUow for discernment between weU sorted channel sands of first, 

second, diird, and fourdi order, because diese sands are all classified as 

phyUarenites (Fig. 3.1). However, diere is a ttend of decreaskig gram size 

down from die first order sands, which is likely a consequence of particle 
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diskitegration from river ttansport and weadiering during floodplain 

storage. Fourdi order channel coarse subfacies and fifdi order channel 

gravels are distkiguished pettographicaUy by their calcUdiite classification 

(brought about by an abundance of eroded pedogenic calcite nodules). 

Petrogrphic analysis reveals an abundance of metamorphic quartz and 

mica-quartz schist rock fragments ki most Dockum channel sandstones. 

The metamorphic rock fragments of first order fluvial sands show Uttie 

sign of chemical weathering and were consistently larger than 

metamorphic rock fragments found in phyUarenite sands of lower order 

channel deposits. This suggests that first order channels had headwaters 

reaching directly into a metamorphic source terrain. 

Dockum paleocurrent directional studies of this investigation strongly 

suggest a north-dipping Dockum depositional gradient or paleoslope. A 

detaUed paleocurrent case study conducted on the most extensive first 

order sand body of die study area (Macy Ranch Sandstone) produced a 

resultant vector azimuth of N20E. By combinkig paleocurrent and 

petrographic analyses it is inferred diat die trunk stream system which 

deposited the Macy Ranch Sandstone had its headwaters ki die Ouachita 

metamorphic core complex approxunately 400 km soudi of die study area. 

The Triassic Dockum depositional model presented ki diis report is a 

complex fluvial model kivolvkig numerous stteam types. The model 

considers major changes in Dockum fluvial system character brought 

about by phases of ttunk stream kicision and aggradation. Tmnk stteam 

kicision caused dissection of die elevated floodplam, creating a hiU and 

gully topography. Subsequent tmnk stream aggradation caused floodplain 
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accretion, which eventuUy buried die hills and guUies produced during an 

earUer phase of incision. Climatic and vegetation influence is also 

considered in the model. Furthermore, the model addresses the 

preservation potential of Dockum fluvial and overbank facies in relation 

to phases of floodplain incision and aggradation. 
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